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COMEoy tohne(multi' Homeland
Globetrotters entertain young & old Security
head wants
'eves & ears'

Senate begins
deliberations
on education
bill:Winters
By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Wnter
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— A
fast-tracked proposal intended
to strengthen Kentucky's application for a massive infusion of
federal school improvement
money will face revisions
before recei mg a floor vote,
Senate
Education
Chairman Ken

Preston urges state
residents to report
suspicious activity
By HAWKINS'TEAGUE
Staff Writer
ARDIN, Ky. - The executive director of the Kentucky Office of
Homeland Security informed local
reNidents in Hardin Tuesday night about a

H

!Lyn prvgidin iu tcputi mispiciuLo dLiivity

' Tuesday,
Winters, RMurray, didn't
rule out tacking on a provision to create
Wlefters
charter
schools, which
would get state money but be
exempted from many of the regulations that apply to other pubhc schools.
"We've yet to make that decision," he told reporters after a
Senate Education Committee
meeting Tuesday afternoon.
Kentucky
Education
Association President Sharron
Oxendine said her organization,
which represents 32,000 teachers, hasn't taken a position on
the
legislation.
However,

At the first in a series of
Marshall County community watch meetings,
Executive
Director
Thornas L. Preston said
that Eyes and Ears on
Kentucky is a new program that he hoped
would be an easy avenue
for people to report anything they think raises Preston
alarms. In the back of the
Hardin Community Center, volunteers
passed out pamphlets on the program and
stickers with the phone number. which
Preston encouraged attendees of the meetina to attach to the back of their cell
phones for convenience.
Preston showed the audience an orange
road cone with some flowers poking out of
the top and asked them what they would
MI See

•See
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WEATHER

10 days remaining
for residents to file
to run for local office

Ely The Associated Press

KYSER LOUGH/Ledger

Wednesday...Mostly sunny.
Highs in the lower 40s. South
winds 5 to 10 mph.
Wednesday night...Mostly
clear. Lows in the mid 20s.
Thursday...Mostly
sunny.
Highs in the mid 40s.
Thursday
night...Mostly
cloudy. Lows in the upper 20s.
Friday...Mostly cloudy. A
chance of spnnkles. Highs in
.the lower 40s.
Friday night...Mostly cloudy
Lows in the upper 20s

Jenne Santiago, 5, gets some help spinning a basketball on her finger from "Scooter." a Harlem Globetrotter.
Scooter and the rest of the Globetrotters came to the Murray State University Regional Special Events Center
iast night dunng their 2010 Magical Memones World Tour. In between high-flying basketball stunts, the team
entertained the crowd with their antics.

Page 2A

See

CCASAP sees study as
wake-up call for parents
BERRY
showed that while there were
Staff VVriter
slight decreases in the use of
The
Calloway
C'ounty cocaine and methamphetaAlliance for Substance Abuse mine among youth over the
Prevention cites a recent past two year, marijuana and
national study revealing drug prescription
drug
abuse
abuse among the nation's showed no signs of slowing
youth remains unabated as a down.
wake-up call for parents and
The study revealed that marthe community to continue or ijuana use among adolescents
intensify. efforts to fight back.
incre_ased gradually after years
According
to
Lauren of decline. Rates of abuse of
Ballentyne. a spokeswoman Vicodin and OxyContin abuse
for CCASAP, the 2009 increased during the last 5
Monitoring the Future Survey years among 10th graders and
by the National Institute on remained unchanged among
Drug
Abuse
and
the
University of Michigan. •See Page 2A
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By TOM BOtRY
Staff Writer
There are only 10 days remaining for
political candidates to file to run for reelection or a term in public office, but still
many local, state and federal offices
remain unchallenged.
In new filings, Murray City Council
member.s Linda Cherry, Robert Billington
Jr., Donald Elias, and Dan Miller have
filed seeking re-election.'They join incum-
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SAMANTHA MAUNEY

WMHS TV-13

MHS HOMECOMING QUEEN: Jamie Courtney, fifth from nght, was crowned basketball
homecoming queen at Murray High School Tuesday night. The court and their escorts, pictured, from left, are. Mark Stubblefield; Taylor Butler; Jarvae Langford: Shelley Green; Seth
Parker-Bell; Christina Veach: Demoree Fields; Jamie Courtney; Michael Mangold; Alex
Nance; Jordan Benton; and Claire Barnett.
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News in Bnef
Beshear orders 'efficiency measures' to cut costs
FRANKFORT,
(API -- Gov Steve Beshear h‘is scheduled a
Wednesday morning news conference to discuss "efficiency measures" to save money in state government.
State Budget Director Mary Lassiter and Finance Secretary
Jonathan Miller will join Beshear for the 10:30 a.m. EST event in
the state Capitol.
The governor didn't disclose the nature of the measures when he
announced the news conference.

Domestic violence measure dears House floor

KYSER LOUGH/Ledger 8. Times
SYCAMORE STREET ACCIDENT: A traffic accident without
injury occurred Tuesday morning at 7:54 a.m. on Sycamor
e
Street. According to Sgt. Tracy Guge of the Murray Police
Department, two 17-year-olds were traveling west toward 16th
Street in a 2004 Mercury Mountaineer as a 1986 1.-nmy
driven by Kemell Clayton, 26, of Murray, westbound, was prepanng
to make a nght tum off Sycamore into a driveway. The dnver
of the Mountaineer applied the brakes but was unable to stop
in
time and struck the right rear end of Clayton's vehicle, causing
it to flip over, Guge reported. The Murray Fire Department and
MCCH ambulance service assisted at the scene.

CCASAP

III 10-days

From Front
8th and 12th graders.
CCASAP is scheduled to meet
at 1 p.m. on Friday at the
Murray Independent Board of
Education office on S. 13th
Street to discuss what the local
agency can do during the coming year to fight the abuse locally.
"The 2009 Monitoring the
Future survey is a wake-up call
to all of us." Ballentyne said. "It
shows that our teens still don't
understand the dimgers of abusinc prescription drugs, such as
Vicodin and OxyContin; and
they don't realize the harm that
marijuana use can cause. Beliefs
and attitudes about these drugs
are going in the wrong direction. The decreases of perception of harm around marijuana
and inhalants are especially concerning, as that often leads to an
increase in use."
Several drugs showed signs of
increasing with attitudes softening for drugs such as marijuana,
ecstasy, inhalants and LSD,
according to a news release
detailing the study. For exampip. the percentage of 8th
goiders who view occasional
marijuana use as potentially
Nrrnful dropped to 44 percent,
ctimpared to 48 percent last

year. In addition, the perception
of "great risk" associated with
marijuana use declined among
8th and 10th graders
"The
Calloway
County
Alliance for Substance Abuse
Prevention, along with maey
community partners, plays a
critical role in addressing drug
abuse in Murray and in implementing strategies to change
attitudes and availability,"
Ballentyne said. "But we need
to increase our investment in
substance abuse prevention in
order to make a dent in these
problems. More young people
need to get the message that
these drugs are harmful if we
are to reverse these trends, but
our coalition can't do it alone.
We need the help of everyone in
the community."
Anyone who is interested in
fighting substance abuse in
Murray-Calloway County is
welcome to take part in the
meeting. Members will discuss
strategies to effectively educate
and prevent substance abuse in
our community.
More information concerning
the 2009 Monitoring the Future
Survey
is
available
at
w w w.monitoringthefuture.org
Residents may also visit the CCASAP coalition's Web site at
www.ccasap.com.

Read the Classified Ads Daily
•

• ••

From Front
bents Jeremy Bell and John
"Melvin" Bowers among those
that have filed so far for 12 open
council seats. New candidates
A.42etin minarlan
Amos McCarty Jr.
Current council members Greg
Anderson, Bill Wells and F.T
"Butch" Seargent have filed to
run for may.or of Murray; opening three empty seats on the
council. If there are not at least 24
candidates to file for the council,
the offices will not appear on the
May 18th Primary ballot. The
election will be decided during
the
General
Election
on
November 2. according to state
Robert Mathis, Lee Alan
Hatcher and Tim Stone have filed
for the office of constable. Mathis
has filed in the fourth district
while both 'Hatcher and Stone
have both filed for the third district. All are Democrats.
Running unopposed so far are
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield, RHopkinsville; Fifth District Rep.
Melvin
Henley, D-Murray;
County Judge-Executive Larry
Elkins. County Jailei Phil Hazle,
County Clerk Ray Coursey Jr.,
County
Attorney
David
Harrington, County Magistrates
Eddie Clyde Hale, Connie
Morgan and Johnny Gingles representing the First, Second
and Fourth districts, respectively
Elkins,
Hazle.
Coursey,
Harrington, Hale. Morgan and

Gnigies are all !Democrats.
Web site adds judicial branch data
Also running unopposed is
FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP) — Kentucky's judicial branch has
42nd District Judge Randy.
joined a Web site promoting government transparency.
Hutchens.
Gov. Steve Beshear and Chief Justice John D. Minton Jr.
So far no one ha.s filed to run
announced Tuesday that Kentucky's Open Door Web site has been
for
the
office
of
upgraded to includc all judi‘ial blanch expenditure and contract
Commonwealth's Attorney for
data.
the 42nd District. The office.
Minton says it's part of an effort to increase the court system's
which covers both Marshal and
accountability to Kentucky taxpayers.
Calloway counties, is currently
Also available on the Web site is information on all constitutionoccupied by Murray attorney
al offices, the executive branch. all competitive contracts awarded
Mark Blankenship who was
by the state and state employee salaries. It also includes the state's
appointed to the position followbudget.
ing the resignation of former
'The Web site is updated twice daily and is maintained by the
Commonwealth's Attorney. Mike
Finance and Administration Cabinet.
Ward.
On the Web: OpenDoorKY.gov
No one has filed for the office
of Hazel mayor or any of six seats
on the Hazel City. Council or the
position of county surveyor.
strength of their applications.
From Front
However some incumbents are
and some lawmakers believe
already facing a challenge in
Oxendine said, if the Senate
Kentucky would improve its
either the May Primary or the
includes a provision calling for
Generoleblection.
charter schools, the organization chances by including a charter
Sheriff
Bill
sehoot provision.
Marcum.
a
would object.
Democrat seeking his second
Tapping into the money is
Lawmakers have been rushing
term, is facing a challenge from to get the legislation
important
to
through the especially
Democrat Howard Duncan. House and Senate and
signed by Kentucky because of budget
County Coroner Rick Harris. who Gov. Steve Beshear this
week so shortfalls that could trigger
is seeking his first elected term that the state can meet a Jan.
19 spending cuts in the upcoming
since his appointment to the deadline for applying for up to two-year
budget cycle.
office, has been challenged by $200 million in federal school
Education
Commissioner
Republican Judy Ratliff. Third improvement money over four
Terry Holliday said low-perDistrict
Magistrate
Bobby years. The money, part of last
forming schools would be in
Stubblefield, a Democrat, is cur- year's federal stimulus package.
rently facing a challenge from is intended to improve low-per- line to receive federal help.
though administrators and
Vernon Anderson, a Republican.
forming schools.
teachers
could lose their jobs in
Property
Valuation
Winters said he expects a floor
Administrator Ronnie Jackson vote in the Senate on the process.
"I may be embarrassed to be
will also face a challenge this Wednesday. The House passed
year. Michael D. Conley., a its version of the measure 96.-0 one of these schools, but I sure
would want the money,"
Republican, has filed to run for on Monday.
the office.
States across the country are Holliday told lawmakers.
The deadline to file is 4 p.m. on competing for the money.
The legislation is House Bill
Recipients will be chosen on the 176.
Tuesday, Jan. 26.
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(AN --- Days after a grieving Kentucky
mother's impassioned plea, House lawmakers pa.ssed a bill that
would allow judges to order people named in domestic violence
orders to wear ankle monitors.
Lexington resident Diana Ross said the monitors are needed
because existing state laws and the court system failed to protect
her daughter, Amanda Ross, who was gunned down last year,
allegedly' by aft ex-fiance who had served some 15 years in the
legislature.
The House voted 97-0 on Tuesday to pass the measure, known
as Amanda's Bill.
"We're obviously really happy with the unanimous support of
the House." said Dale Emmons. spokesman for the Ross family..
"We recognize that it is a deliberative process, and there will be a
lot more discussion on it. We're optimistic though...
House Speaker Greg Stutnbo. the chief sponsor of the measure,
has been pushing for the ankle monitors since Ross was gunned
down last year. Her ex-fiance, former state Rep. Steve Nunn, was
charged with murder, and has entered a not guilty plea.
Nunn, the son of a former Kentucky governor and himself once
a Republican gubernatorial candidate, was one of the most recognized men in Kentucky politics. He had served 15 years in the
state legislature.
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GOVERNMENT FORECLOSURE SALE
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 2010 AT 11:00 A.M.
AT 403 BARNETT STREET, HAZEL, KY 42049 OF HOUSE AND LOT
403 BARNETT STREET, HAZEL, KY 42049
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Ksznlakiz &atsz Rizzort Park
ValizntinR PaekagR
4)114%35 +tea per couple

This is a vinyl seed house with 1129 square feet of living area locatec in a quiet
reighourxiod close to schools churches and
shopping It is comprised ot a Hying room kitchen/diving room Wree bedrooms
one bath and a one car attached carport This
*could be an excellent buy tor a famrly residence or an irveslor interested
in rental property or resew atler repairs
An open house will be held or Wednesday February 10 2010 from 10 to
11 00 a m
The minimum

Includes: IPVinner

Payment of the current year s property taxes are Ma resconsrbility ot the purchaser

'Vance

Clear Mk to this propectf rs not warranter: The S Marshal s Deed. is not
a general warranty °eel Buyers are advised to have
the property s tree examined Written notification regarding encumbrances
or Me property must be made to the Mayfield Rural
Development Oftice vattin 30 days

vt-lotel Room
or 1-bdrm cottage

4,
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Keniake State Resort Park
542 Kenlake Road • Hardin KY
1-800-325-0143
PARKS KY GOV

acc-egabie be tor Mrs property ts 514 750
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LEGAL NOTICE
Notice is hereby grven that on Weanesday February 17. 2010. al 11 09 a m
at 403 Barnett Street. Hazei, KY in order to rarse the
S4JM of S48.585 85 principal. together with interest credit
subsidy granted ir the amount ol $11.10001 plus irterest
ir the amount
of $6,499.24 as of Novemher 4 2008. and interest thereafter on
the principal at $12.6581 from November 4 2908 until the Gate
ot
Judgment. plus interest on the Judgment amount (principal plus interest to
the date ol Judgment) at the rate of 64°. computed
daily and compounded annualty until paid in full and tor Me costs of this
action. pursuant to Judgment and Order of Sale. being Civil
Action Ski 5 09CV 1-R or the Paeucah Docket !he United Stales
District Court for the Western District of Kentucky. entered on
February 27 2009. in the case of Unite° States of America vs. Estate of Patricia
Ann Berry et al the following descnbed property
wit be sold to the highest and best bidder
House and 101 at 403 Barnett Street, Calloway County. Hazel. KY 42049
Being all the same property conveyed by deed dated
September 30 1994. lodged tor reccue
Apo 21 1995 and recorded in Deed Book 213 Page 444 .n
the Calloway County Clerk's
Office
TERMS OF SALE Ten percent(10%)of Me bid pnce trn the form ol a
Cashier's Check made payable to the U S marshal) or the
clay et the sale with good and sufficient bond for the balance, bearing interest at the rale of 0 64'., per
annum until paid due and
payable in 90 days and said bond navvy the effect of a Judgment Upon a
default by the Purchaser. the deposit snall to torioneo
and retained by the U S Marshal as a part ot the Proceeds of the sale and the
property shall agar,. be (veered tor sale subrect to
confonabor by the Court
This saie shall be in bar arid foreclosure of at nght tree, interest estate claim.
demand cx equity ot redemption ot the defendants
and of all persons claiming by. through. under or against them. provided the purchase
once is equal to two-thirds of the appraised
value. 11 the purchase once not equal to hvo-thirds of the
appraised value. the Deed shall contain in a hen in favor
of the
defendants reflecting the nghl ol the defendants to redeem during Me penod
provided by law (KRS 426.5301. Under law. !he
purchaser is deemed to be on notice of all matters affecting the property 01 record in the
local County Clerk's °rice
Inquines should be oirected to
Jerry cioyci. Area Director
RURAL DE VF_LOPME NT AREA OFFICE
1095 NatiOnal Mine Drive. Madisonville. KY 42431
Telephone 270-821-4430 4
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Primary Care Medical Center receives
certificate for superior performance
Special to the Ledger
Pnrnary Care Medical Center
in Murray was recently recognized by the national organization,
Medical
Group
Management, for superior performance. MGMA measures
group practices in several areas
and reports this in the MGMA
Performance and Practices of
Successful Medical Groups. In
the area of patient satisfaction.
Primary Care Medical Center
was one of only four groups in
Kentucky to be recognized with
the other groups being two
groups in Louisville and one in
Owensboro.
Primary Care Medical Center
has been a leader in the nation in
bringing new services and technologies to primary care. A lot
of their practices have been
emulated by practices fmm as
far away as liawaii and by leading medical centers. In the area
of technology, they have served

as a national demonstration site
for the company Amicore,
which Dr. Robert Hughes and
Sarah Lovett are on the national
advisory board. Sarah is also
President for the Purchase Area
chapter of the Medical Group
Management Association. A lot
of the services they have
brought to Murray include
seven-day-a-week and night
services for primary care for
over 10 years, a fully digital
medical office for 10 years, multiple primary care specialties in
one office with several of the
physicians being chief residents
in their training programs, and
years of leadership roles in the
medical profession locally,
statewide. and
nationally.
Imaging and laboratory services
are provided with the latest
equipment and technology at a
fraction of the cost being since it
is provided within a physician's
office. This use of availability

and technology leads to more
rapid and accurate diagnoses
with better outcomes.
Dr. Hollis Clark, who is
President of Primary Care
Medical Center, said he is proud
of the staff and physicians that
made this award possible. Since
Dr. Hughes and I joined in 1994,
we have always recruited either
chief residents or residents at the
top of their class for Primary
Care Medical Center. These
efforts have even included the
Family Practice Department
Chairman. Dr. Daniel Butler, of
the world famous Oschner
Clinic in New Orleans. All of
the physicians have a long term
commitment to the community.
Photo pfovided .
Quality, availability, affordabiliPictured. from left. is Judge Executive Larry Elkins. Keith Travis. VP of Institutiona
l
ty. and technology are what we
Development, Brian Edwards, David King, and Beverly Reed with the Insurance
Center of
built this practice on, and it has
Murray, Sharon Furches, MCCH Board Chair, and Keith Bailey. CEO of
Murray-Calloway4
been good for Murray and the
County Hospital.
surrounding area.

Insurance Center of Murray
donates to Hospice House

anch has
:y.
ton Jr.
)site has been
Ind contract
urt system's

Special to the Ledger
David King. owner of The Insurance Center of
Murray and his partners recently donated $10,000
to
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital's
Endowment for Healthcare. This donation is part
of naming opportunities available for patient
rooms in the new South Tower located off of Vine
Street.
Each individual, or business, that participates

I constitutionracts awarded
des the state's
ned by the

in purchasing a patient room with the naming
opportunities program will be recognized with a
personalized plaque located outside of the room
when the expansion is complete.
If you are interested in learning more about
naming opportunities available with Murray-'‘
Calloway Endowment for Healthcare, please con- tact Keith Travis, VP of Institutional Development
at 762-1908.
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Sharon Furches. Keith Bailey, Larry Elkins and Keith Travis are pictured
here with Clovis
Brown, Nancy Overby, Imogene Paschall. Dorothey Higginbotham. Belinda
Elliott, Janice
Rogers, Clarkie Butterworth, Donna Jackson and Rochelle Jackson

South Pleasant Women give donation
Special to the Ledger
The
Blankenship
and
Cordelia Erwin Circles of the
United Methodist Women of
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church recently
pledged a $2,500 donation to be
used for a naming opportunity in
honor of Rev. Robert Jetton. The
Utility Room at the future
Residential Hospice House will
showcase a nameplate outside of
the room in his honor.
"We appreciate the generosity of churches throughout our

area making pledges to support joumey can end peacefully' and
the efforts in building a in dignity, surrounded by family
Residential Hospice House that and friends.
will touch the lives of many
The Murray Residential
families throughout our region," Hospice House will be the first
said
Keith
Travis,
VP in the region. serving western
Institutional Development.
Kentucky and neighboring secMurray-Calloway County tions of Tennessee and southem
Hospital's Hospice House will Illinois.
be a 12-bed, residential facility.
For more information about
Designed to provide patients the
Milt-ray-Calloway
with limited life expectancy, and Endowment for Healthcare, contheir families, a nurturing, tact Keith Travis, Vice President
homelike setting; a hospice of Institutional Development. at
house is a place where iffe's 762-1908.
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Pictured, from left, is Nancy Faulkner, Director of Health Information Management, Sharon
Furches, MCCH Board Chair, Renee Garland, Keith Bailey, CEO of MCCH. Sondra Kader.
Carolyn Rehmus. Jeannie Billington, Brenda Vereycken, Patty Pogue Mary McCormack.
Frances Clark. Keith Travis, VP of Institutional Development. Teresa Kalberer, and Judge
Executive Larry Elkins. Not pictured is Tammy Lovelace.

Health Information gives to endowment
Spacial to the Ledger
Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Health
Information Management department recently
donated $2.840 to the Murray-Calloway
Endowment for Healthcare. Their donation will be
designated to support one of the 12 patient rooms
in the Residential Hospital Hospice, which will
benefit families and patients throughout our
region.

"Many employees and their families have been
touched by Hospice. we thought it was a great
opportunity to give back to such a wonderful
cause,- said Nancy Faulkner. Director of Health
Information Management.
If you are interested in leaming more about naming opportunities available with Murray-Calloway
Endowment for Healthcare, please contact Keith
Travis at 762-1908.

MediC'al Centel-would likc to
thank thitir s.talr lin- IICIping thi-in to •
thc Super-it)) lictiorinatice
ANNard patient satisfactioil. Primary
Care Medical Center )Nas one of only
ltnir Nein ocky groups to be am-arOill this
Itinto.r 1)v the national \finical
Nianamcini•tit Association.
Accepting New l'atients:.. A iiVal/S!
.10(X1'Sputh 12th Street, Murra'y I '
270.759.4J200.
wWw.primarycaremedicalcenter.com
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FORUM
My thoughts on
reading and eating
My idea of a good time is
,to be seated in an isolated corjier of a good—but not ttx)
good—restaurant, back to the
yiall so as to view the comings and goings before me,
even from my private perch.
", From this vantage point, I
can order an unsweetened iced
lea, peruse a menu bnefly for
'a simple meal. and then settle
"back for the real feast of the
:vening, a favored book, per'haps a memoir or a new work
'of fiction.
• I would rather have a quiet
meal with my family, a time
to discuss the events of the
clay, or simply to delight in
each other's company, but on
the rare occasions when it is
necessary for me to dine alone.
1 can find solace in the wntten word.
I have gone, book in hand,
to the Eagle and the Child pub-the Bird and the Baby where
(1. S. Lewis and J. R R
Tolkien read chapters from the
Narnia tales or The Lord of
rhe Rings aloud to each other
in their Inklings meetings—to
the Dinky Diner in Madisonville. Kentucky. and to a number of haunts here in Murray,
my hometown.
It doesn't matter. Any place
will do, as long as there is a
modicum of good food and
adequate light to see the page.
• It used to be a delight to
drive to Mazzoni's Cafe in
Louisville (before it closed),
the home of the "rolled oyster." or to Desha's or Joe Bolognia's in Lexington to participate in this time honored ritual: reading and eating.
In Lexington, for example,
it is best to go for a meal
after a two hour splurge at
Joseph-Beth bookstore. My
. favorite bookshop, I never fail
. to discover some new treasure
at Joseph-Beth, and a viiit there.
is a highlight of evety- trip`
from westem Kentucky to Lex, ington.
' So. I take my stash, still in
: the Joseph-Beth shopping bag.
'to a Lexington restaurant. and
:after being seated. I lovingly
take out each new volume.
I scan the blurbs on the
book's dust jacket, I read the
expressions of gratitude in the
author's
acknowledgements,
and then I tum to the blank
page at the very front of the
book to inscribe the name of
the book's new owner. I always
write my full name. "James

Duane
Bolin," on
the first line,
followed by
my
home,
"Murray,
Kentucky,"
on the second line. and
then
the
present date,
the day that Home and
I purchased
Away
the
book.
By JameS
This is my
Duane Bolin
record
of Ledger & Times
this imporColumnist
tant event.
By this time, my dinner has
arrived, so I carefully place
the books aside. just long
enough to enjoy the meal. Then
I pick up a volume again, ask
for another iced tea, and begin
reading in earnest. Our son,
Wesley, reads like this even in
our company. but I can only
do it when alone out in public.
For me, reading is at once
solitary and communal; I read
silently in delicious isolation,
and then, only later, I dish out
favorite passaees aloud to my
family and friends. Perhaps
there is a rnore profound connection between reading and
eating.
A Teddy Roosevelt biographer wrote that TR "devoured"
his books.
And John Steinbeck wrote
about his suggestion to his publishers, a suggestion "which
they have stupidly failed to
follow." Steinbeck was convinced that weightier, thicker
books sold better, and he suggested that "if the book were
printed on rye bread it would
be very: much thicker."
"Further," he wrote, "your
bread book would solve two
problems. The reader would
never lose his place since he
would eat each page as he finished it. also the lost profit
of the borrowed book would
be eliminated." "And people
do like to read while they eat,"
Steinbeck concluded.
Jesus agreed. "Man shall
not live by bread alone," he
quoted from Deuteronomy to
Satan. Bread is important, but
there is also the Word.
I must agree with John Steinbeck and Jesus. After all, there
is something very filling and
fulfilling about reading and eating.
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It can happen in the best of families
Writing this column on iny
brother's birthday, I realize I
do not ever remember seeing
him blow out the candles on
his own cake. Mostly I remember Roger on my birthdays in
July. Since he was ten years
older than I arn - and the
impresario of the family - he
often helped put the finisning
touches on my bir.hday parties.
When I was ten, he arranged
a circle of chairs under the
maple trees in the back yard
and used a tall ladder to hang
Japanese lanterns in the branches. I remember the lacy shadows on the lawn and the way
the delicate paper lanterns billowed in the sununer breeze.
He marched us ttirough game
after game to Iceep us occupied, and made sure the boys
didn•t get too rough when we
played musical chairs.
Ten years is a big age difference in the growing up years.
For as long as I could recall,
Roger and my three older sisters had been in school every
day. I barely knew any of them.
By the time I was four, he
was commuting every day to
a pnvate Catholic military academy in New York. St. Xavier's
was my mother's choice. It
was run by Jesuits who "meant
business," Mother said. She
never explained what that
meant, but it was clear that
the good brothers and priests
would not tolerate any monkey business.
With a mother and four sisters the only constant in his
life, my brother probably need-

To the Editor,
Over the past several months,
I have paid more attention to
our Main Street Youth Center
organization after my family
began receiving notification
from St. Jude's Hospital in
Memphis of contributions having been made in my father's
honor.
I had donated used sports
equipment in the past after the
center moved to its current and
permanent location on South 4th
Street.
I know we all have seen
young people representing Murray Main Street Youth Center
outside local stores soliciting
contributions from the public.
Recently, I have spent some
time with Mr. David Hudspeth,
the voluntary Director, of the
Youth Center and the gentleman who works diligently to
provide both a comfortable
facility and various activities
for the youth of the community who might not be able to
participate in activities as many
of our community can.
Main Street Youth Center,
LLC is d 50I-C3 nonprofit
organization. The Center has
been a part of the intellectual

ed male role models. My father
was there, but he was like a
distant planet, whirling in his
own orbit, most of the time
tilted away from the sun.
From my earliest days. I
knew rny brother had a bad
temper. He broke things when
he got mad. His face contorted with rage, he yelled and
called people names. On the
other hand, he was capable of
great kindness. One Easter he
devised a magic show for my
sister Jeanne and me. delighting us by making chocolate bunnies disappear and re-appear.
Christmas mornings, it was
Roger who got up first and made
the younger kids stay upstairs
until he had plugged in the
lights. He wanted us to see
the tree in all its splendor
before we dove in to open
presents.
Despite his generosity and
charm. my brother was subject to violent outbursts. My
oldest sister recalls incidents
from childhood that troubled my
mother and frightened the
younger kids. Once my mother told me about a dream she
had about Roger. He was driving in circles, at the wheel of
a little car on the roof of our
house. She stood at the window leaning out, calling to
him. but he just kept getting
closer to the edge. It is the
only dream my mother ever
told me about; it was so vivid,
I have never forgotten.
As he grew older, it was
clear that my brother was brilliant but troubled. He had opinions on everything and always

insisted he
was right, no
matter what
anyone said.
In
certain
aspects of
life, he was
tolerated
because of
his intellect
and skills.
After college
and a stint Main Streert
at a newspa- By Constance
Alexander
per.
his
career
led Ledger & Times
Columnist
him to fancy
jobs
on
Madison
Avenue. much like a character
in the popular TV series "Mad
Men."
Roger was truly a mad man.
Though his specific mental illness was never diagnosed, eventually it led to the failure of
his career and his marriage.
The fancy house in Scarsdale,
the country club membership.
Brooks Brothers suits became
things of the past. In the last
fifteen or so years of his life,
occasionally he WaS homeless.
He managed to get jobs here
and there. but always lost them
after one-too-many outbursts.
When he was taken ill and
diagnosed with terminal colon
cancer. he was a cook at a
fraternity house in Lancaster,
Penn. Even now it is sad to
think of my brother on his
birthday. All the promise that
he had dissipated because he
refused to acknowledge even the
possibility of a problem.
Attitudes about mental ill-

OUR READERS
WRITE
and moral development of the
youth in Murray. Calloway
County and surroundings since
July, 1987.
There are many organizations
which concentrate on rehabilitation of youth but the focus
of Main Street Youth Center
is to concentrate on prevention and intervention of the
Spirit, Soul and Body of our•
youth by providing wholesome,
drug and alcohol free recreatiooal activities to our local youth.
Recently, in my conversations with David Hudspeth, I
learned of the monthly budget needs of the Youth Center.
Fundraising efforts are unending as is evidenced by the
youth outside of Kroger, WalMart and other local businesses.
There is a minimal amount
needed each month which is
required for the payment on
the mortgage used in the purchase of the building and ongoing expenses of maintaining

the building; and, of course,
the cost of providing activities
to our youth.
Main Street Youth Center
now is able to recognize contributions made in memory of
those who have recently departed by acknowledging the gifts
just as St. Jude and other
recipients of benevolent gifts.
We can rest assured the use
of all the monies donated are
diligently scrutinized by the
staff of the Youth Center.
Main Street Youth Center is
located at 513 South 4th Street,
Murray, Kentucky across from
Myers Lumber Company.
Mr. Hudspeth can be reached
at the Center at (270) 7538336 and he will gladly speak
with anyone to show them the
facility and share with them
the goals and activities at the
center.
Our local efforts to support
this fine organimtion could not
be better served by sending
monies which otherwise goes

ness have changed over the
years, and now people are more
willing to acknowledge emotional and behavioral disorders
Like any 12-step program wil
tell you, admitting there is
problem is a crucial step towar
recovery.
1 wish the National Alban:
on Mental Illness (NAMI) h
been prominent long ago.
that my fanuly, my brother
his family might have
ed from better knowledge
understanding of mental ill
ness. In addition, we might
have found better ways to cope
instead of feeling ashamed and
scared.
Fortunately, NAM! is a presence in our region through its
Website http://www.nami.org/.
In addition, on Thursday, January 21, at 7 pm at the Maiden Alley Cinema in Paducah.
NAMI is teaming up with the
Purchase Area Mental Health
and Aging Coalition for a showing of,"The Soloist." With noteworthy performances by' Robert
Downey Jr. and Jamie Foxx,
the film is based on a true
story of gifted musician fighting schizophrenia who is helped
by someone who becomes his
friend.
Those interested in attending this free screening are asked
to bring a canned food donation and also to RSVP to Jan
at 270-442-6475 by January
20. Lourdes Hospital is providing music and drinks
between 6 -7 pm. A trailer
featuring "The Soloist" is available at http://www.soloistmov ie.com/.
out of our community when they
are needed here.
Ricky Lamkin
Attorney: at Law
Murray, Ky.
To the Editor:
Why do we need a 40 ft.
clock tower in front of the
Murray Transit system building?
We have a 512 trillion debt
and our government just raised
the debt ceiling so we can borrow more money from China.
Could our elected officials and
govemment bureaucrats please
use some common sense?
I believe that Murray and
Calloway County could use the
stimulus money to meet more
pressing needs
When I see the buses in
the community, often they are
empty or have I or 2 people
using the buses.
If people in the area are
not using the transit system,
maybe the rumber of routes
should be curtailed. We should
not leave this huge debt for
our children and grandchildren
to pay.
Linda Hendnck
Murray. Ky.
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Court hears sex offender release controversy

hirs. Louise Wallace
Nu.
88, Ruis, Tenn., died Tuesday. January

WASHINGTON t AP) Several Supreme Court justices
on Tuesday seerned open to the
idea of continuing to let the federal government indefinitely
hold inmates considered "sexually dangerous" after their federal prison terms axe complete.
"You are talking about
endangenng the health and safety of people. so the goverrunent
has some responsibility, doesn't
it?" said Justice Ruth Bader
Ginsburg.
Lower courts have said the
federal government cannot do
this. But in arguments before the
high court Tuesday, Solicitor
General Elena Kagan said the
government has a responsibility
to ensure that sexual predators
Mrs. Wanda Lee 13arnhM
are not turned back onto the
The funeral tor Mrs. Wanda Lee Barnhill was today (Wednesday)
streets.
at I I a.m. in the chapel of 1.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Bob
The federal government's
- Saywell officiated. Bunal was in the Murray City
responsibility
and
power
Cemetery.
extends to ensuring "those peoExpressions of sympathy may be made to ple who have been
in custody.'
American Lung Association of Kentucky, are released responsibly,"
Kagan
Bluegrass Regional Office, 1636 Nicholasville. said.
Rd., Suite One, Lexington, KY 40503.
Kagan compared the governMrs. Barnhill, 84. Glendale Place, Murray, died ment's power to commit sexual
Monday, Jan. I 1, 2,010, at 9:34 a.m. at Murray predators to its power to
quaranCalloway County Hospital.
Retired from General Telephone Co. (now
Verizon) Mrs. Barnhill worked in the Du Quoin,
Barnhill
III.. and the Carbondale,
offices as an operator.
She was a member of First United Methodist
WASHINGTON (AP) C'hurch and was a 40-year member of Beta Sigma Phi. Bom Jan. 10, Army Pfc. Brian Matthew
l926. in Dowell. III., she was the daughter of the late Ray C. Porter Williams, 20, took his own life
and Flava Jarrett Porter. One sister, Juanita Dominick, also preced- the day before he was to return
ed her in death.
to Iraq.
Survivors include her husband, Bobby Barnhill, to whom she was
Because it was a suicide, the
married Sept. 10, 1984 in Paducah; four daughters. Mary Ann Wise, president didn't send a condoEvansville, incl., Patty' Baran and husband, John. Demme, Ind , tence letter to his tamily.
Darla Rogers, Royalton, Ill., and Sandra Curry and husband, Jerry, Nobody has planted a tree in his
Gladstone, Ill.; two sons. Michael Lee, Franklen. Mass., and Tim honor or carved his name onto a
Lee, Du Quoin, Ill.; one brother, Ray Porter and wife, Joan, Carrni, memorial wall.
III. I I grandchildren; 13 great-grandchildren.
Advocates for bereaved military families say soldiers like
Williams deserve better.'They're
asking President Barack ()barna
to send condolence letters to the
John Robert Pruitt
next of kin of troops who die
The funeral for John Robert Pruitt will be today (Wednesday) at under a variety of circumstances
1 p.m. in the chapel of 3.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Howard not directly related to the war.
Welch will officiate. Pallbearers will be Jeremy, Robert, and Jacob
"Every military family pays a
Pruitt, Gary Evans. James Milier and Dee Farris. Bunal will follow pnce when a loved one serves in
in the Coles Campground Cemetery. Visitation is now at the funeral the military." Bonnie Carroll, a
home.
Mr. Pruitt, 81, Almo, died Sunday, Jan. 10, 2010 at 6:05 p.m. at
his home. He was a farmer and a member of Coles Campground
United Methodist Church.
WASHINGTON (AP)-The
Preceding him in death were his wife, Rebecca Shemwell Pruitt;
competition for jobs is intensifyhis parents. John Henry Pruitt and Maggie Steiner Pruitt. and two
ing as companies are reluctant to
sisters, Dorothy Wallace and Martha Wright. He was born July 22,
hire new workers, leaving mil1928 in Dotsonville, Tenn.
lions of unemployed Americans
Survivors include six sons. Sammy Pruitt and wife, Yvonne,
chasing fewer job openings.
Ronnie Pruitt and wife, Gwen,and Darrell Pruitt and wife. Cindy, all
There were nearly 6.4 unemof Murray-. Marvin Pruitt and wife, Nancy, Hazel. and Randy Pruitt
ployed workers, on average, for
and Danny Pruitt and wife, Sonica, all of Almo. one sister. Bernice
each available job at the end of
Westerman and husband, Louie, Murray': four grandchildren, Jeremy
November, according to Labor
Pruitt. Almo, Robert Franklin Pruitt, Hazel, and Mary Elizabeth and
Department
data
released
Jacob Pruitt, both of Murray.
Tuesday. That's up from 6.1 in
October and a record high.
'There were 1.7 jobless people for each opening in
December 2007, when the recession began.
Job openings fell sharply to
2.42 million in November from
WASHINGTON IAP) - requests on condition of 2.57 million in October, accordPresident Barack Obama will anonymity because the budget ing to the department's Job
ask Congress for an additional request will not be sent to Openings and Labor Tumover
survey.
$33 billion to fight unpopular Congress until later this month.
That may sound like a lot,
wars in Afghanistan and Iraq on
Obama's request for more
top of a record $708 billion for war spending is likely to receive given the depths of the recesthe Defense Department next support on Capitol Hill, where sion, but it's the lowest number
year, The Associated Press has Republicans will join moderate of job openings since July 2009
and the second-lowest since the
learned - a request that could Democrats to pass the bill.
be an especially hard sell to
But the budget debate is also department began tracking the
some of the administration's likely to expose a widening rift data in 2000. It's also about half
Democratic allies.
between Obama's administra- the peak level of 4.8 million.
The extra $33 billion in 2010 tion and Democratic leaders, reached in June 2007. The
would mostly go toward the who have watched public opin- decline shows that even as layexpansion of the war in ion tum against the military offs are slowing, hiring hasn't
picked up.
Afghanistan. Obama ordered an campaign.
extra 30,000 troops for that war
as part of an overhaul of the war
strategy late last year.
Military officials have suggested that the 2011 request
would top $700 billion for the
Invcst with Siniv 1854
11,.1111.11.
first time, but the precise figure
has not been made public.
The administration also plans
Dols Jones Ind. Avg. 10650.8 « 23.5
HopFed Bank'
B 103(1 A
to tell Congress next month that
Air Pruducts
112.30 - 0.02
1BM
131.00 + 0.49
its central military. objectives for
Apple
• 0_51
Intel
................
the next four years will include
+ 0.13
AT&T,
Inc.____._.....__27.02•0.06
winning the current wars while
Kroger .
.20.71-BB&T
.27.78 + 0_15
preventing new ones and that its
Mattel
19.49 + 0.14
core missions will include both
Bank (A America _____16.34 - 0.01
McDonalds62.71 + 0.06
counterinsurgency and countertBrigs & Stratton
18.81 . 0.08
Merck.. _38.60 + 1 05
errorism operations.
Bristol Myers Squibb .----24.&1+ 0.03
Mkrosol1 ___________30.22 + 0.15
administration•s
The
Caterpillar ...
.62-55 + 0-11
Quadrennial Defense Review,
Chevron Texaco Corp 110.27 • 0.14
the main articulation of U.S.
Peptsico, Inc.-_-__-.-_.61.76 + 0.21
Daintier Chrysler _____52.66 + 0.34
military doctrine, is due to
Pfizer,
Inc.
18.94 + 0.17
Dean Foods
Congress on Feb. I. Top military
+ 0.04
Regions
...b.18 - 0.07
commanders were briefed on the
Exxon- M°MI
70.00 + 0.05
document at the Pentagon on
Sears Hoiding Corp- 100-14 0.09
Ford Motor .
11.91+ 0.ti4
Monday and Tuesday. They also
Time Warner
28.90 + 0.40
General EletVic.....-.--.16.75 • 0.02
received a preview of the adminLS Bancorp .......
GliutoSmithKline
ADR
0.03
-41.67
0.04
istration's budget plans thmugh
WeilPoint Inc
64.20 + 0.74
2015. The four-year review outGoodyear --------..--15-34 • 0.15
lines six key mission areas and
spells out capabilities and goals
the Pentagon wants to develop.
The pilotless drones used for
surveillance and attack missions
Financial Consultants(1-RI
in Afghanistan and Pakistan are
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
a priority, with the goals of
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
speeding up the purchase of new
270.753.3366 I 800-444.1854
Reaper drones and expanding
8:op
p.m. M f
Predator and Reaper drone
flights through 2013. U.S. offiMoly,
-artSI
r
On
pk,rovirl
cials outlined the coming
"PAO NOI FDIC IrIlure:1 No
IsAle 4111.40
Sri Gurantaa
12,
2010 at Hickory Woods Reuiement
Center, Murray. A homemaker,
she was a member of Blood
River Church of Christ. She was married Jan. 2, 1960, to Connie Maxine (Max)
Wallace who died Dec.
24. 2001. Born Dec. 19, 1921, in Puryear,
Tenn., she was the daughter of the late Robert Gilbert Sanders
and Mary Jane Gladys Jackson
Sanders.
Survivors include one sister, Dorothy' Chaney and husband,
Eugene, Murray; sister-in-law, Anuonette ()wens, Pans,
Tenn.,
sev.en nieces. Rita Cardenas, Rebecca Vance.
Anita Harper, Lisa
Cashel-, Gail Robertson. Jan Phillips and Tracy Turner;
two
nephews, Glen Chaney and GIant Owens.
The funeral will be Friday at I p.m. in the LeDon Chapel of
Ridgeway Funeral Home, Pans, Tenn.
Edwin Bucy wIll
officiate. Pallbearers will be Glen Chaney, Marty Harper, Blaine
La.sher. Charlie Robertson, Rusty Turner, Daniel Harper, Gnffin
Wood and John Vance. Bunal will follow in the Hillcrest
Memonal
Park, Paris. Visitation will be at the funeral home after 10 a.m.
Friday.
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tine federal inmates whose sentences have expired but have a
highly contagious and deadly
disease. "Would anybody say
that the federal government
Would not have Article I power
to effect that kind of public safety measure'? And the exact same
thing is true here. This is exactly
what Congress is doing here,"
she said.
Several justices seemed to
agree with her. "It seems to me
that the constitutional answer is
the same in this statute as in the
case of somebody who incurs a
very communicable disease and
the government wants to prevent
him from infecting the community," said Justice John Paul
Stevens.
Federal public defender G.
Alan DuBois said this practice
would overstep official bounds
when it comes to sentencing
people for federal crimes.
The federal government
''doesn't have the power to
detain individuals as a result of
their mental illness based on the
fear that they are going to go out
and conunit a crime." he said.

Justice Antonin Scalia agreed
Their confinement was supwith him, saying that to allow posed to end more than two
the federal govenunent to andel- years ago, but the government
'finely hold dangerous people detenruned that there would be
because states won't do it "is a nsk uf sexually' violent conduct
recipe for die federal govern- or cluld molestation if they were
ment taking over everything."
released.
The 4th U.S. Circuit Court of
A fifth Marl who also was
Appeals in Richmond. Va., ruled part of the legal challenge was
last year that Congress over- charged with child sex abuse.
stepped its authonty when it but declared incompetent to
enacted a law allowing the goy- stand trial.
ernment to hold indefinitely
Civil
commitment
was
people who are considered "sex- authorized by the Adam Walsh
ually dangerous."
Child Protection and Safety Act.
In April, Chief Justice John which President George W.
Roberts granted an administra- Bush signed in July 2006.
tion request to block the release
The act, named after the son
of up to 77 inmates at a federal of "Amenca's Most Wanted"
pnson in North Carolina.
television host John Walsh. also
These were people whose establishes a national sex
prison terms for sex offenses offender registry, increases punwere ending. The justice's order ishments for some federal
was designed to allow time for crimes against children and
the high court to consider the strengthens child pornography
administration's appeal.
protections. Those prosisions
The challenge to the law was are not being challenged.
brought by four men who served
State laws allowing civil
prison terrns ranging from three conunitments of sex offenders
to eight years for possession of also are unaffected.
child pornography or sexual
The case is U.S. v. Comstock.
abuse of a minor.
08-1224.

Bereaved military families push for condolence letters

Paid Obituary

military widow who founded the
advocacy
group
Tragedy
Assistance
Program
for
Survivors, wrote in a letter sent
to °barna on Tuesday, as veterans and military officials met in
Washington for a four-day suicide prevention conference.
"Their loved ones stand
ready to go into harm's way to
protect our country," Carroll
wrote. "Their deaths are painful
to their surviving family members, regardless of the circumstances or location of the death."
There is no standard policy
on how deceased military veterans are honored. Policies •.-ary
on whose names go on military
and community memorial walls,
whose families receive a Gold
Star lapel button from the

Jobs getting more scarce
The economy lost 85,000
jobs in December, the department said last week. an
improvement from the average
job cuts of 691,000 per month in
the first quarter of last year. The
unemployment rate was 10 percent, the same as in November.

Defense Department or who can letters should be sent for suiget a Gold Star license plate.
cides. Advocates say extending
Currently, the White House that honor to all deceased
sends presidential condolences troops, regardless of how they
to the families of those who died died, would go a long way
either in combat or a.s a result of toward comforting the families.
noncombat incidents in a war
Williams' mother, Connie
zone, such as a car crash or ill- Scott, 54, of Owatonna, Minn..
ness.
said a immortal service in her
However. presidential condo- son's honor was held at his
lence letters are not sent to the Army post, Fort Carson, Colo.,
families of those who commit after he died in 2007. BLit his
suicide, either at home or at war. name was not added to a memoFamilies of those who die out- rial wall there because he didn't
side the war zones in other die in the war zone. His family
ways, such as in a training acci- members were not eligible for a
dent, generally don't receive Gold Star lapel button, which
them. either.
the Defense Department issues
A review is under way to to the families of those who died
deterniine whether presidential from "armed hostilities."

CORRECTION
On the front cover of our Style Stock Up circular
inserted in toc%y's newspaper, the Clearance offer
mistakenly states 70% off when you take an ackiitional
50% off clearance pnces. The correct offer is 70% off
when you take an additional 40% off clearance prices.
We apologize for any inconvenience.

Obama seeks $708
billion in war funding
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Need Line needs
donations to help

•
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Glendale Place sending off
first round of cell phones

Cnyagemen/

Since the cold winter weather has set in. the Murray Calloway
County Need Line has had an increase in requests for food, heaters
and blankets.
Tonia Casey, executive director, said "We have received blankets
and food. and we do thank the community for your generous contribution. What a difference your donation has made to many of our
neighbors whose home is almost as cold inside as it is outside,
whose pantry is empty. and a child that needs food over the weekend - you have made a difference."
Casey added "As the cold days and nights continue, please
remember to check on your neighbors and the elderly. If they. need
food or a blartket please send them to Need Line at 638 South 4th
St.. Murray. For questions call 753-NEED."
Donations needed at Need Line to help their clients are as follows:
Small new heaters. °anneal. saltine crackers, rice, salmon or
tuna, spinach, pancake mix, syrup. kidney beans. eggs, dish liquid,
bar soap. toilet paper. shampoo and baby diapers, size 4 and 5.
Items needed For the Back Pack Program are Pop-Tarts. Single
Serve Size Cereal Boxes. Single Service Size Pudding Cups, Single
Serve Size Juice Boxes and Lunch Size Brown Paper Bags.

Jo's
Datebook
Ay Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Alliance for prevention will meet

Calloway County' Alliance for Substance Abuse Prevention
Coalition meeting will be Friday at 1 p.m. at the Murray Board of
Education. Persons are invited to come and share your thoughts on
the upcoming year of substance abuse prevention initiatives.

Legion Auxiliary will meet

Special to the Ledger
Cla.ssical education is anything but new. As the name implies, it
has proven through centunes past to be a time-honored practice.
Yet many. of today's educators and parents are not informed of the
methodology of classical education.
New Covenant Christian Academy wishes to enlighten interested
individuals of the purpose and vision of classical Christian education by hosting an afternoon of Dessert and Discussion.
Seth Drown, a native to Marshall County, is scheduled to speak
about the vision, goal and urtiqueness of classical Christian education in comparison to modern educational practices. Drown currently serves as the dean of Academic Affairs at Augustine School
in Jackson, Tenn.
Dessert and Discussion is scheduled from 3 p.m. through 5 p.m.
Sunday, Jan. 31, 2010 at Hardin Baptist Church Family Life
Center, downtown Hardin,. A time of questions and answers will
follow as well as an opportunity to register children into New
Covenant Classical Christian Academy's preschool and grammar
school.
NCCA is a developing classical Christian school opening fall
2010 in Hardin. New Covenant seeks to serve alongside parents in
developing virtuous boys and girls which become the next generation of Christian leaders. NCCA is currently registering preschool
- 5th grade.
For more inforrnation about this event or NCCA, call Tara Siress
at 270-437-3902 or visit NCCA's website www.nccalcy.org.
411,
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America Legion Ladies Auxiliary Unit "73 will meet Thursday'
at 7 p.m. at the Legion Veterans' Hall at 310 Bee Creek Dr., Murray.
The meeting scheduled fist Thursday was canceled because of the
weather. Female spouses and daughters of the veterans are invited.
The distinct president will attend and the agenda will include the
planning of future fundraisers. For more information call Unit in3
President Twonya Ritize at 293-3145.

Courtney and Wolfe
Carlin Courtney and Tyler Wolfe announce their engagement and
approaching marriage.
Miss Courtney is the daughter of Jill Courtney kind the late Dr.
James Courtney of Murray.
Mr. Wolfe is the son of Deborah Rogillio of Baton Rouge, La.,
and Danny Wolfe of Houston, Texas.
The bride-elect is a 2006 graduate of Murray High School and
will graduate from Northwestern Louisiana State University in
May.
The groom-elect is a 2006 graduate of Central High School,
Baton Rouge, La., and will graduate from Northwestern Louisiana
State University in May.
The wedding is scheduled in May of 2010.
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Beth & Jason Airivind
Jam & Jon Bell
Shat esirgess & Kenn Oita
Elisabeth &Jacob Bryan
Aaren Cadd & Joshua Leapley
Ashley & Jame Darnell
Lexisey & Derrick Dons
Amarillo & Neal Earles
Elysa &Jamie Elkins
Scone & Chad Englah
Emily & Andrew Guptcn
Sara & Share Warper
Drily &
Hearn
Ayrnez & Jay Paul Hernial
Jaime & Steven Lax
Brooke & Vince Lowry
Natasha & Aaron Lyles
Rhorda &Darren Mays
Kassa &Derek McCallum

ft

Lon & Steve Parker
Dyarvi & Jchn David PoyAor
Missy Raines & Bruce Parker
Tiffany Rogers &Jahn Miller
Taylor Singery & Kenn Thonas
Bnttariy Worley & Bobby Brewer
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If we doe t like what we are wring roost ,ot us
don't feel good strut ourselves
It's VCSY trimortant to choose your wardrobe
carefully and you woe't have to say "I have nothing to wear" even though you have a closet full of
clothing
Look fee clothes that work double durN a long
MK can u‘t you to wort or lx pared voth rans
for dr weekend
Long chunky sweaters certainly feel good nen
now Get one that frts
is Dot sloop, Be sure to
ply cerium to the fahnc Tautest
Some of the "bargun" apparel that doesn't cost
much is om going to hold up after a few wastungs
When you invest in good duality clothing you'll
have them for years to coax
Bluffs. CiESSIC sweaters and pads aed good
white blouse can be mixed and matched for work
at PIP'
Don't always go for black or brown. tp. bngte
colors, they can be mixed te with your came/ or
dressy clothes
!Ingle colors base been proven to reake you feel
tapper sod in a better mood
Wear a tinghti$ colored vest or pries 0'47 your
favonte rens with some boots and you'll look
gocd and feel good
Dentm is going to be a big sonng ttem 111 every.
thing from rans to tops skins and more DCM111
has become a mainstas in most on-7one s
wardrobe Better quality and great fitting Jeans
make all the difference ID how they loc•
Come shop ow 50-60% off SALE and try oe
some pat fitting saes
pnce
Conoulationg to Angela Lee who won LIM
sveek's door prize
New Ingham Arms and beads are here
Get us out of the cold and come do some shopPale"
Sun dated to next week
& Fashion

r•r•in
s'OTED PRURRArS
AIVOREEE
, e LOTIONG STORE
Apr*
EAVORITE
(10171ING 2009

The SoonethInc For Etrestene. Store'
305 Soult1 120i •%fumy. KY • 7534441
www.dkkielloy.coM

Jump Start Your New Year's Resolutions!
Take off the extra Holiday Weight
%kith great nutrition and increased energy
v %%.herbal-autritiolhildaiviVII
777
E',

Magrrd/alla
Join on your own or go a group of6 or more Mends or o-workers together'
To pre-register or for more information:

call Kelly or Vicky at 270-759-1706

TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter /$469 will meet
'Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public
Library. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-6646.

MMS committee will meet
Murray Middle School Curriculum and Instruction Committee
will meet today (Wednesday) at 3:30 p.m. in room 105 of the
school.

Conununity Warming Center open

The Community Warming Center, hosted at St. John's Episcopal
Church. 1620 West Main St., Murray, will be open every night from
6 p.m. to 8 a.m. this winter. Dinner and breakfast will be provided.
All are welcome to come and get in out of the cold. No pre-registration is required. This center is sponsored by' Community Concems
and Needs. For more information call 227-9109.
Photo provided

Pictured from left are Ann Vinson, Betty Sue Vinson and Joan
Bowker at the meeting of the Zeta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.

Bowker presents
music at Zeta meeting
Joan Bowker presented a program of Christmas music at the
recent meeting of the Z,eta Department of the Murray Woman's Club
held at the club house.
Serving as hostesses were Ann Vinson and Betty Sue Vinson.
who also gave the thought for the Day.
The department will meet Thursday at 2 p.m. at the club house.
Chnstine Warren will present the program.
Hostesses will be Norma Frank and Barbara Brandon. The
'Thought for the day will be given by Norma Frank.
Members are reminded that the club will not meet if the city
schools are closed due to weather.

District group plans activities
The District Cancer Council colon cancer committee is busy planning events for March and Dress in Blue Day on Friday. March 5.
2010.
If you would like to join the group, the next meeting is Thursday.
Jan. 28, 2010 at 9 a.m. at the McCracken County Extension Office.
Those planning to attend contact Claire Albright at
calbright@e2k.org.
Those who are unable to attend, but you would like free educational materials and
Dress in Bkie fliers, contact Albright.
The group encourages as many businesses and community members to participate in Dress in Blue Day and help get the word out to
everyone.
In October everyone "Thinks Pink". but the group wants every one
to "Think Blue" in March! If you or another business or organization would like to participate and Wear Blue on Friday. March 5, let
Albright know.
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Abbigail Sharon Hicks

Nutrition + Enerp = Great Health & Weight Lasc
Nit, IN PRIZES v.ith Murray'',
n WEIGHT LOSS CHALLENG

TOPS Chapter will meet

Learn to Sew classes, sponsored by Calloway County Family &
Consumer Sciences Extension, will be Thursday from 3:30 to 5 p.m
and Saturday from 9 to 12 a.m. at the American Legion building.
310 Bea Creek Dr.. Murray. Participants will receive information on
how to start their final projects. Brenda Freeman from the Murray
Sewing Center will be present to teach how to measure for d correct
pattern size. A lesson on "Laundry Care" will also be presented.
Those participants who were sewing at home during the fall semester are encouraged to attend one of these meetings. There will be no
sewing. For more information call the Calloway County Extension
Office at 753-1452.

FUN & FASHION'

Baby
Regisi-ry

lira-kyr r _ -1 _ _ •••
T T.1 TT idulige Will meet
Woodmen of the World Lodge 592 will meet Thursday at 6 p.m.
at Ryan's Family Steak House. All members are urged to attend.

Learn to Sew classes planned
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CASA Board will meet

The Court Appointed Special Advocates
(CASA) Board of Directors will meet Friday at
1:30 p.m. at the CASA office, 1003 Poplar St., Murray. For additional information, contact Karen Darnell. executive director at
270-761-0164.

Academy will host
Dessert and Discussion

•••eeee

Glendale
Place
Assisted
Living
Continually is ready to send off the flrst
round of cell phone donations to recelular.
Currendy the place has 29 phones ready to
ship out. If you got a new cell phone recently
then recycle your old or unused cell phone
with the program that recycles the old cell
phones to purchase calling cards for soldiers
overseas.
If you would like to donate your old
unused cell phone, drop it off at Glendale
Place. 906 Glendale Rd., Murray.

Mr. and Mrs. David Lee Hicks of Fulton are the parents of a
daughter. Abbigail Sharon Hicks. born on Wednesday, Jan. 6, 2010,
at Jackson Purchase Medical Center. Mayfield.
The mother is the former Amy. Bell.
Maternal grandparents are Walter and Marion Bell of South
Fulton, Tenn.
Paternal grandparents are Robert Hicks Sr. and the late Sharon
Hicks.

SS representative here Thursday

A Social Security representative is scheduled to be at the
Calloway- County Public Library on Thursday from 10:30 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. The representative will assist in filing claims. For more
information call toll free at 1-800-772-1213 or the Mayfield office
at 1-270-247-8095.

VFW meeting Thursday
Veterans of Foreign Wars Chapter will meet Thursday at 7 p.m.
at the National Guard Army building. A special election will be
held. All members are urged to attend. For information call James
Daniel at 753-0049.

MES Conunittees to meet

Murray Elementary School Based Decision Committee
s
(Efficiency, Academic, Learning and Environment) will meet
today
(Wednesday) at 2:45 p.m. at the school. All interested persons
are
urged to attend.

CCMS meeting Wednesday

Calloway County Middle School Based Decision
Making
Council will meet today (Wednesday)at 3:30 p.m. in the
media center.

CCHS meeting Wednesday

Calloway County High School Based Decision Making
Council
will meet today (Wednesday) at 3:30 p.m. in the media
center.

Discussion on Thursday

St. Maric's Anglican Church will begin a discussion
on "Mere
Christianity" by C.S. Lewis and led by Dr. Kenneth
Tucker on
Thursday from 6:30 to 8 p.m. at the Calloway
County Public
Library. The public is invited

Visitor Guides now available
The

2010 Murray Visitor Guide and event calendar is now
available at the Murray Convention and Visitors Bureau,
201 South 4th
St.. Murray, or by calling 759-2199. Any business that
would like to
display the guides, call the CVB. The brochure includes
information
for visitors arid locals, including accommodations,
dining, culture
recreation and an event listing for all of 2010.

Photography classes scheduled

Digital Photography 101 cla.sses will be taught
by Terry Little at
the Calloway' County Extension Office at 310 S.
Fourth St.. Murray,
on Friday. Jan. 22, from 9:30 to II a.m. and 6:30
to 8 p.m. Digital
Photography 102 will be Friday, Jan. 29, at the same
times. It is not
necessary to have taken 101 before taking 102.
The classes are free
and open to the public. Persons may call the
Extension office at 7531452 to register for the classes.

MHS yearbooks available

Murray' High School has overstocked yearbooks
for sale at a
reduced price. Classes of 2001, 2004, 2005, 2006
and 2008 are
available for S20. There are still a few 2009 yearbooks
available for
S40. These yearbooks may be purchased in the
high school office.
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Ely MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
saci: Miles shot a look that surprised many following Murray
State's convincing 75-59 victory over Eastern Illinois when he
made the startling admission
that the Racers aren't even
playing their best basketball.
This came on the heels of
MSU's fifth straight win and an
impressive 6-0 start in Ohio Valley
Conference play.
Murray State still has some work to
do to surpass the start of the 1998-99
'squad. which started 13-0. but quietly
the question is beginning to be asked
— can this current crop of Racers run
the table and go undefeated in confer
ence play?
If MSU head coach Billy Kennedy'
could, he would just as soon squash
any so-called talk.
But then again, maybe the fourthyear general doesn•t need to, and he
has good reason why.
"This team has some really good
leatieisiiip," Kennedy said. --Guys like
Tony Easley, Danero Thomas, B.1.
Jenkins and Isacc Miles have given us
really good leadership. When you have
that, special things are likely to come."
If anything is going to come, Easley
proclaims it's not going to come before
the season finale at Eastern Kentucky.
Anything before then is just premature.
"We look at (the record) and we•Il
see it on the boards in the locker room,
but we really don't pay' all that much
attention to it," Easley said. "If we do
that. we lose focus on what we need to
do on the court."
'The task. as monumental as it will
be, could be even bigger considering
what it would mean.
Murray State has never gone undefeated in conference play, and in the
Ohio Valley Conference, it's only happened four times. Western Kentucky
has gone unbeaten three times and
Austin Peay once.
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No
02
03
10
11
14
22
23
33
50

04
13
14
23
32
C12
21
22
03
10
33

Ht
69
6-2
6-4
6-0
67

230)

Ht.
6-7
6-0
5-11
6-3
6-0
6-6
6-6
6-1
6-8

Wt.
220
175 •
170
185
1 70
230
215 ,
180
240

Wt.
200'
205
190

JACKSONVILLE STATE
Name
Po* Yr
Donnie 9etrinG
So
Nick Murphy
C.*
Jeremy Bynum G
Jr
Trenton MarsharIG/F
So
Sean Thurston F
Jr
111=1919
Stephen Hall
F
So
John Barnes
G
So
Arnadou tAbode F
Sr
B J Meer
G
Jr
Senor Roney
G
F,
Jacques Leeds F

Ht
61
6-3
6-3
6-1
67

Wt.
180
215,
185.
170
336

65
5-10
6-9
6-0
6-1
6-8

205
185
220
17(3
155
205

SCHEDULE

MICHAEL DANN
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Times

Murray State seniors Georges Fotso (left), Tony Easley and Danero Thomas celebrat
e
the team's win Saturday in Clarksville against Austin Peay. It was the Racers' third victory in just the past 10 years at the Dunn Center.
"It's always a goal, a dream, but
we're really just worried about
Jacksonville State right now."
Kennedy said of his upcoming
matchup against the Gamecocks

3 Medium

Thursday night. "It's really just one eye is on the prize, so to speak."
game at a time."
„Eatsiey added. "Coach will tell us not
Easley can't find room to argue to buy into the hype and we all know
with his head coach
we haven't done anything yet and we
"Everyone is level-headed and the still have something to prove."

DATE
OPPONENT
RESULT
11-9
at California
L. 75-70
11-14
MISSOURI-ST LOUIS
W 92-54
Coaches vs. Cancer Classic (al
Fla)
11-20
James Madison
VV. 71-43
11-22
North Carohna Central
W 84-61
11-23
Florida ,ntemational
W 84.71
11-28
TENNESSEE WESLEYAN 'Al 10S-49
12-3
EASTERN KENTUCKY'. W 62-60
12-5
MOREHEAD STATE'
V/ 86-56
12-12
at East Tennessee State' W 61-57
12-15
at Louisiana Tech
L. 87-81
12-19
CHATTANOOGA
W 73-62
12.22
at Western Kentucky'
L 82-73
12-30
at SIU-E."
W. 82-51
1-4
UT MARTIN'
W 83-59
1-7
at Tennessee State"
W 80-59
1-9
at Austin Peay'o
W 69-53
1-11
EASTERN ILLINOIS'
W 75-59
DATE
OPPONENT
TIME
1.14
JACKSONVILLE STATE' 7 p m
1-16
TENNESSEE TECH*
7 30 p m
1-21
at Eastern Minors*
7 30 p m
1-23
al Southeast Mtssourr
7 45 p m
1-27
SIU-E
7pm '
i.30
at UT Martin•..
1 p
.
2-4
TENNESSEE STATE•
7 30 p m
2-6
AUSTIN PEAY'
7 30 p m
2-11
at Tennessee Tech"
7 30 p
2-13
at Jacksonville Stale'•
4 30 p.m
2.16
SOUTHEAST MISSOURI' 7 p m
2-20
ESPNU BRACKET BUSTER TBA
2-25
at Morehead State"
7 p rn
2-27
at Eastern Kentucky*"
6p m
Ohio Volley Conference Tournament
3-2
OVC Toum Quarterfinals TBA
3-5
OVC Toum Semifinals.
TBA
3-6
OVC Tourn Champ
TBA
'—OVC Game
.—ESeNu
• 6SPN2
• Race, TV Networ‘
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Probate. %Mors
Name
Po. 'yr
Tqny Easley
F C
s,
Issac Moles
G
Darter° ThornasG
Sr
B.J Jenkins
G
Jr
Nan Aska
F
So
RESERVES
Name
Pus Yr
Ed Danie,
F
Fr
Isaiah Canaan G
Fr
Jordan Burge G
Fr
Dont* Poole
G
So
Pcasso Symons
Jr
Jeff McClean
F
Jr
A J Wilson
F
Jr
Jevruan Long G
So
Cienmes Fntso C
Sr
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ViSit Us At One Of Our Four Convenient Locations
200A N. 12TH ST.
MURRAY, KY
270-753-3086

HWY 641 SOUTH
HAZEL, KY
270-492-8839

417 S. 6TH ST.
MAYFIELD, KY
270-251-0640

325 MAIN ST.
BENTON, KY
270-527-0110
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SALES REP

Certified Mechanic on Duty
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• Tires•Brakes•Tune-ups
•Oil Changes • Computer Diagnostics
•Pickup & Delivery Available!
— FREE ESTIMATES —
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HIGH SCHOOL HOOPS

Flipping Boost off the bench

the script

DEESE'S 18
POINTS GIVE
MURRAY NEEDED
OFFENSE IN WIN
OVER HICKMAN

STRONG SECOND-HALF HELPS
LAKERS PAST LONE OAK
13y ELIZABETH JOHNSON
For the Ledger
Sometimes getting in sync on
the court can take a while.
That was the case for Calloway
County Tuesday nig,ht, but the
Lakers made good on a strong
second half to win their third
straight game, a 52-42 victory
over Lone Oak.
But Lone Oak had no problem
running the Lakers over in the
first quarter and through the
majority of the first half Tuesday
night.
The Purple Flash turned on
their game as soon as the whistle
was blown, rebounding offensively and defensively. blocking out
and forcing tumovers better than
the home team
Lone Oak barred all hopes of
penetration for the Lakers, who
struggled with converting fast
breaks into points and could not
complete shots from the wings.
Taking full advantage of a
strong perimeter game and sinking two three-pointers, the Flash
pulled ahead 10-4 with three minutes left in the first quarter.
Calloway County began to
close the gap after Austin Lilly
forced a Lone Oak turnover and
took the ball deep for a layup,
drew a foul and made the free
throw.
'The Leiters were back in die
game, ending the quarter trailing
I 2-9.
Both teams hit the floor after a
breather in a fast-paced frenzy as
both looked to get on the board
quickly.
The Linters were the first to do
so. with Lilly bucketing a three to
tie the game at 12 in the third
minute of play.
This play, Calloway County
coach Bruce Lane said, changed
the pace of the game.
"We came out flat." he said.
"Lone Oak jumped on us and we
gave them open shots. which they
made. (Lilly) made that big shot
and we picked up intensity and
our defense got better."
Lone Oak's Carson Beyer was
quick to respond with a shot of his
own from behind the arc, regaining the lead.
The game continued with
turnovers forced by both teams
until
the
Flash's
Jordan

Ludovissie scored on a secondchance layup, giving Lone Oak a
tive-point lead.
Returning from a missed gams
at Murray High Friday due to a
staph
infection,
Calloway
County's leading scorer on the
season, Brock Sinunons, drove to
the net for a layup, bringing the
score to within three in a 17-14
garne.
"With (Simmons)on the floor,
it's easier for us to play against
pressure," Lane said. "He made
great passes in the full-court situation, made cross-court passes
well against Lone Oalc's trapping
zone."
Both teams continued to banter
back-and-forth, resulting in many
trips to the ch:--ity stripc.
The momentum of the game
finally shifted when Lilly stole
the ball and passed it off to Justin
Hill, who scored despite being
fouled. Hill also converted the
and-one opportunity, sending the
Lakers into halftime up 26-25.
The players returned from the
locker rooms hungry for a win,
with both teiuns putting up shots
early on.
However, as the third quarter
unfolded, it was as if the teams
from the first half made 180degree shifts, with shots falling
for the Calloway County tearn
who began to dominate offensively and defensively in the paint.
The Lakers added insurance.
taking a 35-29 lead off a Sirrunons
jumpa widi 2:49 remaining in the
third quarter.
"We were positive at halftime
after making that great run," Lane
said. "We had to value each possession. Lone Oak tried to control
the tempo, but us keeping the
cushion of a four or five-point
leads really helped."
The third quarter ended with
C_alloway County leading 37-30
and not looking to back down,
starting the final minutes of play
with a three-pointer by Shawn
Thompson.
With both teams relying on
strong defense, more than two
minutes passed without a change
on the scoreboard until Lilly connected with Hill who extended the
Lakers' lead to nine.
Desperate to get back in it,
•See LAKERS,9A

Turnovers plague
Calloway in loss to
Tilghman
LADY TORNADO IMPROVE TO 10-0
AGAINST FIRST REGION
Staff Report
Paducah I ili:hman flexed its
muscles Tuesday night with a 6352 victory. over Calloway County
in a showdown of First Region
title contenders in Paducah.
The Lady Tornado forced
Calloway into 25 turnovers and
held the Lady Lakers to seven
third-quarter points while making
a run that helped them gain separation going into the fourth quarter.
Calloway missed several open
layups in the third quarter that
Tilghman converted to points to
help the home squad take a 42.-34
lead into the final period.
Freshman point guard Chelsey
Shumpen led the Lady Tomado
with 24 points while Brandy
Allen tacked on 19.
Averee Fields notched a double-double to lead Calloway,
scoring 24 points and pulling
down 19 rebounds.
Alyssa runningham added II
points and eight rebounds while
Taylor Futrell scored eight points.
'The Lady Lakers fell to 8-7

overall and 3-3 against the First
Region. Tilghman improved to
15-3 overall and 10-0 against
region competition.
Calloway led by one after one
quarter but Tilghman pulled
ahead in the second to take a 3127 lead into halftime.
The Lady Tomado never
trailed the rest of the way.
Tilghman shot just 38 percent
from the field but threw up 61
shot attempts. The Lady Tomado
were 2-for- 17 from beyond the
arc and hit 15 of 26 free tfunws.
Calloway shot 33 percent from
the field,0-for-9 from three-point
range and 18-for-23 from the
charity stripe.
The Lady Lakers held a 47-28
rebounding
advantage, but
Tilghman forced Calloway into
25 turnovers while coughing the
ball up only 13 times themselves.
Calloway returns to action on
Friday when they face a crucial
4th
District
matchup
at
Community Christian. Game time
is set for 7:30 p.m.
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TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger 8. T,rres

Kendall Deese drives to the basket as Hickman County's Brent Barnett
watches during the Tigers' 67-49 win over the Falcons Tuesday night at Tiger Gym.
Deese scored 18 points off the bench to help Murray improve to 9-7 on the season.

By TOPAIT DIU.ARD
Sports Writer
Ron Greene knows the
defense of undersized guards
Jordan Benton and Demoree
Fields is a big reason for his
team's success this season.
At the one and two positions,
the pair sets the tone for the rest
of Murray's sometimes airtight
defense, which ha.s surrendered
the second-fewest points in the
First Region, giving up just 48.5
per game.
Bet Greene hasn't gotten
much offensive production out
of the two top spots in his lineup.
That's precisely why the 1g,
points Greene got off the bench:.
neesc in',
Kendall
from
Tuesday's 67-49 win over
Hickman County have the second-year coach so excited.
Deese, usually the first Tiger
off the bench to spell either
Benton or Fields, packed ,
Murray's biggest offensive ,
punch in the backcourt Tuesday,
going 7-for-10 from the field
and forcing several Falcon..
turnovers on defense.
"We were hoping by January, ,
we could see a little bit of ,
improvement with him and I
think we're seeing that," Greene
said. "That's a lot of points to
get out of that position, points
we haven't been getting.
"He takes it to the hole pretty
good and he's got good hands on
the defensive end, which he got
some easy layups out of.
Outside of Kendall, we had four
points from those top two positions tonight, so that tells you
how important he is."
Deese's 18 combined with 23
points from Marte Foster to help
make up for an off night front:
top scorer Jarvae L.angford.
Langford scored eight points
and sat much of the second half
after a poor shooting performance in the first.
But the Tigers (9-7) found
other ways to thwart Hiclunan
(3-10).
Greene went to his bench earlier than usual, giving Deese and
Michael Mangold significant
minutes in the first quarter, and
his reserves rewarded him with
production.
•See DOERS,9A

COLLEGE HOOPS

Bledsoe, Cats subdue Florida
UK SQUANDERS SECOND HALF LEAD;
HOLDS ON DOWN STRETCH TO BEAT GATORS
By MAIM LONG
AP spons Writer
GAINESVILLE, Fla. (AP)
— Attention, Southeastern
Conference. Kentucky has a
freshman point guard capable of
beating teams in a variety of
ways.
And it's not John Wall.
Eric Bledsoe scored a careerhigh 25 points, getting to the
rim, hitting 3-pointers and making just about everything in
between to help the secondranked Wildcats stay unbeaten
with an 89-77 victory over
Florida on Tuesday night.
"He's as good as any point
guard in the country," Gators
coach Billy Donovan said.
"He's faster than John Wall and
probably shoots it a little bit better."
Wall was no slouch, either.
He finished with 19 points
despite missing six of seven
from 3-point range. Patrick
Patterson added 15 points and
seven rebounds for the Wildcats
PHIL SANDIN / AP
2-0
Southeastern
Kentucky's Eric Bledsoe (24) shoots around Florida's (17-0,
Vernon Macklin (32) during the first half Tuesday in Conference), who ended the
game with a 17-5 run and
Gainesville, Fla. Kentucky defeated Florida 89-T7,
snapped a five-game losing
while Bledsoe scored a career-high 25 points
streak in Gainesville.

Ers mg Walker led Florida
with 20 points, and Alex Tyus
added 17. But the Gators (11-5.
0-2) are off to their worst start
in conference play since 1996
— the year before coach Billy'
Donovan took over.
Florida made this one closo.
in the second half.
Kentucky built a 55-40 lead.
but couldn't close it out —
something that's starting to
become a trend for coach John
Calipari's team.
Kentucky watched a doubledigit lead slip away Saturday
against Georgia. This time,
Walker did most of the damage.
He hit two 3-pointers and two
free throws, then Kenny
Boynton got loose on a fast
break that whittled Kentucky's
lead to 61-54 with about 12
minutes to play. Clearly feeling
it, Walker hit two more 3s — on
consecutive possessions — a
few minutes later. Vernon
Macklin rattled home a layup
that made it 68-66 with 7:59
remaining.
The Gators tied the game at
72 on Macklin's putback with
5:13 left.
•See UK,9A
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UT starts
search for
Kiffin's
replacement
KNOXVILLE,Tenn.(AP)After wrapping up his first season as Tennessee coach, Lane
Kiffin proirtised Volunneers fans
that he was "just getting started"
in rebuilding the pmgrarn.
Two weeks later, Kiffin is
headed back to succeed mentor
Pete Carroll at Southern
California, leaving the Vois in a
panic to find a new coach.
"I really believe die only
place I would have left here to go
was ... Southern California,"
Kiffin said in a brief statement
late Tuesday night.
Kippy Brown, whom Kiffin
hired on Dec. 17 as an assistant.
wil! be charged with holding the
team and what was shaping up to
be a top 20 recruiting class
together as school officials
scramble to find Kiffin's replaceinent.
..Brown previously spent nine
years as a Tennessee assistant in
between stints in the NFL.
"We have already begun a
search for the new head football
coach of the Tennessee
Volunteers, and we'll complete
this process as quickly as possible to put the right person in
place to lead our great football
program forward in the months
and years ahead," said athletic
director Mike Hamilton in a
statement. Hamilton was in
Colorado meeting with a donor
when news of Kiffin's departure
broke.
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HOME • AUTO • LIFE
KENTUCKY PREP SCOREBOARD

'The MHS football banquet was held Saturday at the Currie Center.
Award winners
were, back row, from left: Jarvae Langford (Best Receiver)
, Devon Smith (Best
Linebacker and Senior Scholastic Award), Robert Olive (Best Defensive
Lineman),
Matt Deese (Best Offensive Back), Lonnie Martin (Best Offensive
Lineman), Travis
Moore (Best Scout Team Player). Front row: Jordan Benton
(Best Special Teams
Player), Demoree Fields (Best Linebacker). Christian Duncan (Best
Defensive Back),
Brandon Wicks (Best Offensive Back and Best Defensive Back).

Fuller leads Iowa past TSU
By LUKE RIEREDITh
AP Sports Writer
IOWA CITY, Iowa (AP)
What was sockpo•ked to be a
morale boost for Iowa turned out
to be a nail-biter.
Though the Hawkeyes eventually beat Tennessee State 6762 on Tuesday night, their lessthan-stellar performance certainly doesn't bode well for the
rest of the season.
Aaron Fuller scored a career-

high 24 points and grabbed 10 ninth place in the Ohio Valley
rebounds as Iowa (6-11) snuck Conference, no less.
past the Tigers to snap a fourThe Tigers (4-14) tied the
gk-u-rie losing streak.
game at 60-all on Robert
"I thought it was going to be Covington's putback with 2:22
a tough garne. It was a tough left. But Iowa's Cully Payne hit
game, and I'm hoping it was a 3 as the shot clock expired and
good for us," Iowa coach Todd added two free throws to give
Lickliter said.
Iowa a 65-60 lead with 1:17 left.
That remains to be seen
Iowa's Matt Gatens scored 12
because the Hawkeyes were points, including a pair of free
more than lucky to escape with a throws with 24.6 seconds left to
win - over a team cunrntly in ice the win.
Josh Sain had 19 points for
Tennessee State, which lost for
the sixth time m seven games.
From Page 8A
made four big free throws. I'm looking for big
"We really needed this win
I.one Oak began forcing impossible shots and things to come out
bad," Fuller said. "I'm just glad
of him."
touled each time Calloway County had possesLilly was followed in scoring by Sinunons and we got this win."
sion, sending the Lakers to the free-throw line Hill who tallied 14 and
Iowa scored just seven points
12 points, respectively.
where they successfully firtished six of nine shots.
Lone Oak's offensive action was led by in the first seven minutes of the
Calloway County ended the game with Ludovissie's 11 points and
second half, and Sain buried
Beyer's 10.
Thompson picking off a pass with a few seconds
three 3s to help give Tennessee
remaining, holding the ball until the buzzer soundState a 47-42 lead. Gatens and
Lone Oak
12 13 6 12 -42
ed. signaling the 52-42 win.
Calloway Co, 9 17-wll 15 - 52
John LieWer..4
- coach Todd
The takers, now 7-8 this season, extended their
Licklitertlierbluad s walk-on
winning streak to three games behind Lilly's 17- Lone Oak (4-12)- Ludovrssre 11, Beyer 10. Looper 6, Guinn:
pressed into'luty because of
4 Thacker 4. Gholson 3. York 2 Colon 2
point performance.
Anthony Tucker's suspension
F6' 16-44 3-pt: 5-16 FT: 5-10 Rebounds: 28 Turnovers: 13
"(Lilly's) gotten back into the groove," Lane Callcresey Co.(74)- Lilly 17 Simmons 14, Hill 12
-answered with 3s to give the
Thompson
said. "It just takes one game to get back in sync 5 Humphreys 2. Amen 2
lead back to Iowa, 48-47.
and that game was at Mayfield last Tuesday. He FO: 18-42. 3.pt: 4-12 FT: 12-20 Rebounds: 33 Turnovers: 12.
But Iowa's Jarryd Cole
fouled Sain behind the 3-point
line, and Sain's free throws tied
the genie at 52 midway through
From Page 8A
ballhandling
them in a game that's meaning- the second half.
The Tigers started the second ful."
Mangold scored four points
Darius Cox's floater with
and Seth Parker-Bell catne off quarter on an 8- I run that helped
Foster continued his recent 4:58 left put the Tigers back
the bench later to add six, two of them build a double-digit lead sharpshooting streak, knocking ahead, 58-56.
which came on back-to-back for the first time at 23-12.
down four three-pointers to
Te n nessee State controlled
baskets late in the second quarFrom there, Murray only score 12 of his game-high 23 the early tempo behind Jacquan
ter that stretched the Tigers lead built on its lead.
points.
Nobles, who hit a pair of 3s and
to 16 at halftime.
Deese got a bulk of his points
Brent Barnett was the star for a pull-up jumper off an Iowa
For a squad still looking to early in the third quarter, scoring Hickman, also pouring in 23 turnover to push the Tigers lead
develop depth, it could have off his own steal in the back- points and lifting the Falcons to to 20-10 midway through the
court, luiocking down two free an early lead behind eight first- first half.
been a breakthrough evening.
Every Tiger played at some throws after being fouled on a quarter points.
With a game they simply
point Tuesday as Greene emp- rebound and scoring another
Tuesday's
game
was couldn't afford to lose threatentied his bench in the fourth quar- layup in transition for six con- Murray's only action this week ing to slip away from them, the
secutive points.
ter.
as the Tigers now set their sights Hawkeyes responded with ark
"Kendall is still learning our on the First Region All 'A' 18-2 run to jump ahead 28-22.
"We're going to be going to
our bench earlier," he said. "It system," Greene said. "He's just Classic, which begins Saturday
Iowa couldn't keep its foot
wasn't an accident. We've been a sophomore. This was a good at Graves County.
on the gas for long, though, as
anting to get all our younger game where he could play a lot
As the No. 3 seed, Murray Tennessee State pulled within
guys more minutes and we've of minutes."
receives a first-round bye and 35-33 at halftime.
Though pleased with his will face either Ballard
iust been in a dogfight every
Iowa slotted this one between
night, so this was a chance to get team's overall performance, Memorial or Reidland next weekend dates with No. 7
Greene was disappointed with Tuesday, Jan. 19.
everybody in."
Michigan State and Penn State,
The Tigers also seemed to several defensive possessions
ensuring the youthful Hawkeyes
t ind a cure for another ill-free late in the game in which Hickman Co 11 8 13 17 - 49
would play five out of six at
15 20 18 14 -67
throw shooting. Murray went 9- Hickrnan County got easy Murray
home once conference play
layups against a Murray lineup Hickman Co. (3-10) - Barnett 23 J
for-11 at the stripe.
began.
Kimbell 9, Hunt 8 D Kimbell 5, Allen 4,
The black and gold struggled made up primarily of reserves.
Thomas
2,
Jackson
2
Shelton
2,
"You're always playing for
out of the gate on Homecoming,
Muscovalley 1
misfiring on their first four pos- the next game, and these guys FG: 18-40 3-pt: 1-2 FT 10-17 Fouls:
sessions. But the offense eventu- need to take advantage of dte 11
ally awoke, thanks to an oppor- chances they get," he said. "It Murray (9-7) -- Foster 23 Deese 18
8 Parker-Bell 6 Mangold 4
tunistic defense that capitalized doesn't matter if we're up 20, tangtoni
Fields 3. Cherry 3
on suspect Hickman County because I'm looking for guys FG: 23-48 3-pt 4-13 FT 9-11 Fouls
that can execute when we put 17

Lakers

•Tigers

Turau3sy'a Scores
By The Aseociated Press
BOYS BASKETBALL
Anderson Co 89 Eminence 36
deer,' 58 vVilhamson YV Va 49
Bishop Brossart 61, Cooper 45
Boyle Co 60 Manon Co 56
Bracken Co 64 Pans 49
Burgin 59 Berea 50
Calloway Co 52 Lone Oak 42
Carnpnertsvae 65, Hart Co 43
Centrai Harden 61 John Hardin 43
Clinton Co 67. Cumberland Co 49
Coy Holy Cross 54, Lloyd Memonai 23
Dances Co 63. Breckinndge Co 44
East Carter 69, Etkott Co 57
East Jessamine 78. Western Hills 74
Fairview 59 West Carter 45
FlerrIng CO 104 Augusta 55
Fort Knox 86 Bethlehem 76
Franklin Cu 75 Shelby Co 57
George Rogers Clark 86. Harrison Co
29
Grayson Co 64. Whitesville Trinity 43
Green Co 57. Taylor Co 50
Greenwood 68, Russellville 63
Hazard 75, Pike Co Central 56
Holmes 57 Coy Catholic 41
Knott Co Central 57, Letcher County
Central 48
LaRue Co 50 Adair Co 47
Lewis Co 53. Boyd Co 49
Lex Henry Clay 73 Lex Sayre 46
Lex Tates Creek 74 Lex Paul Dunbar
46
Lou Ky Country Day 64 Evangel
Chnshan 62
Lou Portland Christian 72, Ky School
tor the Deal 66
Lyon Co 51. CaldweC Co 27
k4ason Co 62 Pendleton Co 57
Mavf:..7.!::: .
Minnonat
Meade Co 54, Hancock Co 52
Mercer Co 70 Danville 63
Montgomery Co 83. Bourbon Co 58
Muhlenberg County 69. McLean Co 33
Nelson Co 60, Washincjton Co 43
Nicholas Co 64 Deming 43
North Hardin 82 Elizabethtown 79
Oldham Co 63 Bonin Central 52
Owen Co 68, Grant Co 53
Paducah Tilghman 81. Fulton Crly 63
Powell Co 79, Owsley Co 71

Rowan Co 74 Mende* CL, 66
Shelby VaNey 89 Johnson Central 69
South Oidham 88. 'Bardstown 52
Spencer Co 75 North Bondi 62
Si Patnck 69 Calvary Christian 56
Warren Central 69, Glasgow 62
Webster Co 53 Crittenden Co 49 CT
Madison Southern 91 Model 42
Louisville invitational Tournament
LOU Male 73 Lou Iroquon
Lou Moore 69 Lou Fairane 55
Trinity 63 Lou Fern Creek 52
GIRLS BASKETBALL
Anderson Co 47 Mercer Co 34
Ballard Memorial 48 Mayfield 12
Bullet Central 54 Lou Seneca 43
Bien East 51 Lou Presentation 31
Casey Co 49. Whitley Co 29
East Jessamine 52 Lex Henry Clay 49
OT
Edmonson Co SO, Cavema 31
Fort Knox 72, Lou Valley 43
Green Co 58. Taylor Co 46
Greenwood 57 Russellville 47
Henderson Co 66 Christian Co 25
Lex Bryan Station 74 Shelby Co 32
Lex Christian 61. Lou Eastern 41
Lex Paul Dunbar 61 VVoodlord Co 41
Lex Sayre 54 Frankfort 33
Lou Assumption 76 Lou Atherton 47
Lou Brown 33 Lou Waggener 32
Lou Chnshan Academy 49 Lou Mercy

47

Lou DuPont Manual 65. Lcu Sacred
Heart 36
Lou Jetlersontown 61 Lou Pleasure
Ridge Park 33
Lou Ky Country Day 70 Evangel
Christian 20
Lou Portland Chnstian 44, Ky School
for the Deaf 13
Madisonville-Norm
Hopkins
68.
Livingston Central 43
Nelson Co 48, Washington Co 46
Nichoias Co 60, Deming 36
Tngg Co 69. Dawson Springs 44
15th Region All "A" Clisssic
Betsy Layne 57. Allen Central 32
South Floyd 58 Parntsville 55
9th Region All "A" Classic
Newport Central Catholic 68 Ludt°. 2I
St Henry 58. Beachwood 43

•UK
From Page 8A
Patterson put the Cats back
ahead with a turnaround jumper
in the lane. He failed to convert
the three-point play, but
DeMarcus Cousins gathered the
rebound. Darnell Dodson then
hit a 3. Bledsoe added to the
pain with another 3 on the next
possession that put Kentucky
ahead 80-73 with 3:58 to play.
The Gators never recovered.
"It was real big," Patterson
said. "It shows our maturity
level, it shows how far we've
come. We're a tough team, we
have a will to win and we want
to battle."
Kentucky shot 51 percent
from the field and made 7 of 18
from 3-point range. Florida was
much less effective. Donovan's
squad shot 38 percent from the
floor and hit 8 of 27 from
behind the arc. The Gators
struggled even more on the
defensive end.
Bledsoe, Wall and Patterson
proved to be the toughest
matchups. Bledsoe was 10 of 13
shooting and added seven
rebounds and five assists. Wall
torched the Gators on the break
and finished with six assists.
Patterson was 7 of 11 shooting
and had seven boards.
Florida paid extra attention
to Wall and Patterson. and
Bledsoe took advantage.
"When Eric goes off, you
just have to keep feeding him
the ball," Patterson said."We all
know what he's capable of."
Kentucky dominated the first
half after Florida scored the first
seven points. Macklin dropped
in a hook shot in the lane,

Boynton made a layup and then
Tyus drained the first 3-pointer
of his carecr. It was all
Kentucky the rest of the way.
The Wildcats scored at will
in the paint, were bigger and
faster on the perimeter, and
would have had a double-digit
lead if not for a few improbable
shots from the Gators. Tyus,
who had taken just one 3 in his
first 87 college games. hit
another one from behind the arc
and then Boynton banked in a 3.
"We had looks, but they just
made more shots than us in die
end," said Walker, who had four
of Florida's eight 3-pointers.
The r,ationally televised
game drew plenty of interest.
Florida football coach Urban
Meyer and his wife. Shelley.
watched the first half. Meyer.
who is taking a leave of
absence, spent several minutes
chatting with New England
Patriots owner Robert Kraft,
who had courtside seats for dte
best performance of Bledsoe's
career.
"Big plus to Eric," Wall said.
"He stepped up big time for us.
Every time I drove, they weren't
leaving me. They were leaving
him open, and he was making
shots. That helped us."
No. 2 KENTUCKY 88, FLORIDA 77
KENTUCKY (17-0)
COusrnS 5-11 3-3 13. Patterson 7-11 1-3
15. Miller 4-8 0-0 9, Wall 7-17 4-4 19
Bledsoe 10-13 2-2 25. Dodson 2-4 0-0
6, Harris 0-0 0-0 0, Stevenson 0-0 0-0
O. Onon 1-6 0-1 2. Liggins 0-0 0-0 0
Totals 36-70 10-13 89
FLORIDA (11-5)
Werner 1-8 4-4 6. Tyus 5-12 5-6 17
Macklin 4-6 0-0 8, Boynton 5-17 0-0
12, Walker 6.15 4-4 20 Shipman 1-2 00 2. Parsons 3-5 2-4 8, Murphy 1-3 2-2
4 Totals 26-68 17-20 77
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Injured Haitians plead
for help after 7.0 quake
By JIONA114API M. KATZ
Associated Press Writer
PORT-AU-PR1NCE, Haiti
(AP) — Haitians piled bodies
along the devastated streets of
their capital Wednesday after
the strongest earthquake hit the
poor Canbbean nation in more
than 200 years crushed thousands of structures, from humble shacks to the National
Palace and the U.N. peacekeeping headquarters. Untold numbers were still trapped.
Destroyed communications
made it impossible to tell the
extent of destruction from
Tuesday afternoon's 7.0-magnitude tremor, or to estimate how
many were dead among the collapsed buildings in Haiti's capital of about 2 million people.
France's foreign minister said
the head of the U.N. peacekeeping mission was apparently
among the dead.
International
Red
Cross
spokesman Paul Conneally said
an estimated 3 million people
may have been affected by the
quake and that it would take a
day or two for a clear picture of
the damage to emerge. Clouds
of dust thrown up by falling
buildings choked Port-au-Prince
for hours.
The United States and other
nations began orgar.izing
efforts, alerting search teams
and gathering supplies that will
be badly needed in Haiti, the
Western Hemisphere's poorest
country. The international Red
Cross and other aid groups
announced plans for major relief
operations.
"Haiti has moved to center of
the world's thoughts and the
world's compassion... said
British Prime Minister Gordon
Brown.
Associated Press journalists
based in Port-au-Prince found
the damage staggering even for
a country long accustomed to
tragedy and disaster.
Aftershocks rattled the city as
women covered in dust clawed
out of debris, wailing. Stunned
people wandered the streets
holding hands. Thousands gathered in public squares long after

nightfall. singing hymns.
People pulled bodies from collapsed homes, covering them
with sheets by the side of the
road. Passersby lifted the sheets
to see if a loved one was underneath. Outside a crumbled
building the bodies of five children and three adults lay in a
pile.
It was clear tens of thousands
lost their homes and many perished in collapsed buildings that
were flimsy and dangerous even
under normal conditions.
"The hospitals cannot handle
all these victims," Dr. LouisGerard Gilles. a former senator,
said as he helped survivors.
"Haiti needs to pray. We all need
to pray together."
An Associated Press videographer saw a wrecked hospital
where people screamed for help
in Petionville, a hillside Port-auPiince district that is home to
many' diplomats and wealthy
Haitians as well as the poor.
At a destroyed four-story apartment building, a girl of about 16
stood atop a car, trying to peer
inside while several men pulled at a
foot sticking from rubble. She said
her family was inside.
U.N. peacekeepers, many of
whom are from Brazil, were distracted from aid efforts by their
o.ten traguly: Maity
night hunting for survivors in
the ruins of their he_adquarters.
"It would appear that everyone who was in the building,
including my friend Hedi
Annabi, the United Nations'
Secretary General's special
envoy, and everyone with him
and around him, are dead,"
French
Foreign
Minister
Bernard
Kouchner
said
Wednesday, speaking on RTL
radio.
At least four Brazilian soldiers
were killed and five injured,
Brazil's army said. Jordan's
official news agency said three
of its peacekeepers were killed
and 21 were injured. A state
newspaper in China said eight
Chinese peacekeepers were
known dead and 10 were missing — though officials later said
the information wa.s not con-

timed.
U.N. peacekeeping chiet Alain
Le Roy said late 'Tuesday that
the missing included mission
chief Hedi Annaba of Tunisia,
who was in the building wben
the quake struck. Some 9,000
peacekeepers have been in Haiti
since 2004, including 1,266
Brazilians.
Much of the National Palace
pancaked on itself. but Hain's
ambassador to Mexico. Robert
Manuel, said President Rene
Previa! and his wife survived the
earthquake. He had no details.
Itte quake struck at 4:53 p.m.,
centered 10 miles (15 kilometers) west of Port-au-Prince at a
depth of only 5 miles(8 kilometers), the U.S. Geological
Survey said. USGS geophysicist
Kristin Marano called it the
strongest earthquake since 1770
in what is now Hain.

Peopie carry an injured person after an earthquake in Port-au-Prince, Haiti, Tuesday, Jan. 12,
2010. TI-le largest earthquake ever recorded in the area rocked Haiti on Tuesday, The earthquake had a preliminary magnitude of 7.0 and was centered about 10 miles (1 5 kilometers)
west of Port-au-Prinne. AP Photo/Radio Tete Ginen

Calloway County honors
its school board members
By DAVID DOWDY
Public., Relattons Coordinator
Calloway County Schools
Even in these difficult financial times, ensuring world-class
learning opportunities for every
student is the singular locus of
Jeff Gordon, Terry Bourland,
Steve Grogan, Leeann Myers,
and Richard Smotherman, the
members of the Calloway
County Board of Education.
For their individual and collective dedication to this community, the Calloway County
faculty. staff and students plan
to honor this group during the
Jan. 14, regular monthly meeting as part of Kentucky's observation of January 2010 as
School
Board
Member
Recognition Month.
Steve Grogan has served on
the board of education since
1995. Jeff Gordon has served
since 1997. Terry Bourland first
took office in 1999. Richard
Smotherman has served on the
board since 2001. Leeann
Myers. the "rookie" or the
board has served since 2007.
"Our board members don't

just serve this community when
they attend board meetings,"
said
Superintendent Steve
Hoskins. "They attend school
events, support our academic
and athletic teams. buy goods at
booster and student club fund
raisers and volunteer in our
schools, offering countless
hours most of the general public
never sees.
"They also help ensure that
every dollar in our approximately $30 million annual budget
gets the most value for the greatest instructional result," Hoskins
said. "That's a huge responsibility to balance the needs of our
students and the shrinking revenues we have to work with during these uncertain times for our
state funding.
"1 arn proud to work alongside
the rnembers of our Calloway
County Board of Education in
our joint quest to give every one
of our students the tools to be
"successful- now and beyond'',
and encourage my fellow community members to join me in
thanking them for their selfless
service:. he said.
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Homeland .

were about 15 terrorist cells
operating within the United
States, although some retreated
From Front
after that. He said it was a misthink if they saw it on the street. take to lump the groups together
He told the story, of a jogger because even though they have
who saw a road cone set up like some similarities, none of them
that and called law enforcement are the same as another.
Preston said that there were
to put his mind nt ease even
though he thought it was proba- terrorist targets in Kentucky
bly nothing. After officials even if officials in Washington,
investigated with bomb-detect- D.C. didn't realize it. Touting
ing equipment, it turned out that the Eyes and Ears on Kentucky
the man was right to be suspi- program, he said he didn't want
cious because there were explo- to encourage people to spy on
sives inside the road cone that their neighbors but that he
were triggered to detonate if would rather preempt a potential
anyone picked one of the flow- disaster than to allow it.
ers.
Anyone who wishes to report
"That responsible jogger suspicious activity to the
saved lives," he said.
Kentucky Office of Homeland
Preston said that before the Security, may call 1-866-393attacks of Sept. I 2001, there 6659.
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Injured Haitians plead
for help after 7.0 quake
By JONATHAN M. KATZ
Associated Press Wnter
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti
(AP) — Haitians piled bodies
along the devastated streets of
their capital Wednesday after
the strongest earthquake hit the
poor Caribbean nation in more
than 200 years crushed thousands of structures. from humble shacks to the National
Palace and the U.N. peacekeeping headquarters. Untold numbers were still trapped.
Destroyed communications
made it impossible to tell the
extent of destruction from
Tuesday' afternoon's 7.0-magnitude tremor, or to estimate how
mimy ivere dead among the collapsed buildings in Haiti's capital of about 2 million people.
France's foreign minister said
the head of the U.N. peacekeeping mission was apparently
among the dead.
International Red Cross
spokesman Paul Conneally said
an estimated 3 million people
may have been affected by the
quake and that it would take a
day or two for a clear picture of
the damage to emerge. Clouds
of dust thrown up by falling
buildings choked Port-au-Prince
for hours.
The United Stwtee wykd other
nations began organizing aid
efforts, alerting search teams
and gathering supplies that will
be badly needed in Haiti, the
Westem Hemisphere's poorest
country. The international Red
Cross and other aid groups
announced plans for major relief
operations.
"Haiti has moved to center of
the world's thoughts and the
world's compassion," said
British Prime Minister Gordon
Brown.
Associated Press journalists
based in Port-au-Prince found
the damage staggering even for
a country long accustomed to
tragedy and disaster.
Aftershocks rattled the city as
women covered in dust clawed
out of debris, wailing. Stumied
people wandered the streets
holding hands. Thousands gathered in public squares long after

nightfall. singing hymns.
People pulled bodies from collapsed homes, covering them
with sheets by the side of the
road. Passersby lifted the sheets
to see if a loved one was underneath. Outside a crumbled
building the bodies of five children and three adults lay in a
pile.
It was clear tens of thousands
lost their homes and many perished in collapsed buildings that
were flimsy and dangerous even
under normal conditions.
"The hospitals cannot handle
all these victims," Dr. LouisGerard Gilles, a former senator,
said as he helped survivors.
"Haiti needs to pray. We all need
to pray together."
An Associated Press videographer saw a wrecked hospital
where people screatned for help
in Petionville, a hillside Port-auPrince district that is home to
many diplomats and wealthy
Haitians as well as the poor.
At a destroyed four-story apartment building, a girl of about 16
stood atop a car, trying to peer
inside while several men pulled at a
foot sticking from rubble. She said
her family was inside.
U.N. peacekeepers, many of
whom are from Brazil, were distracted from oirl pifferts hy their
own tragedy: Many spent the
night hunting for survivors in
the ruins of their headquarters.
"It would appear that everyone who was in the building,
including my friend Hedi
Annabi, the United Nations'
Secretary General's special
envoy, and everyone with him
and around him, are dcad,"
French
Foreign
Minister
Bernard
Kouchner
said
Wednesday, speaking on RTL
radio.
At least four Brazilian soldiers
were killed and five injured,
Brazil's artny said. Jordan's
official news agency said.three
of its peacekeepers were killed
and 21 were injured. A state
newspaper in China said eight
Chinese peacekeepers were
known dead and 10 were missing — though officials later said
the information was not con-

firmed.
U.N. peacekeeping chief Alain
Le Roy said late Tuesday that
the missing included mission
chief Hedi Annabi of Tunisia,
who WU in the building when
the quake struck. Some 9,000
peacekeepers have been in Haiti
since 2004, including 1,266
Brazilians.
Much of the National Palace
pancaked on itself, but Haiti's
ambassador to Mexico, Robert
Manuel, said President Rene
Prevail and his wife survived the
earthquake. He had no details.
The quake struck at 4:53 p.m.,
centered 10 miles (15 kilometers) west of Port-au-Prince at a
depth of only 5 miles(8 kilometers), the U.S. Geological
Survey said. USGS geophysicist
Kristin Marano called it the
strongest earthquake since 1770
in what is now Haiti.
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Peopie carry an injured person after an earthquake in Port-au-Prince, Haiti, Tuesday Jan. 12,
2010. The largest earthquake ever recorded in the area rocked Haiti on Tuesday. The earthquake had a preliminary magnitude of 7 0 and was centered about 10 miles (15 kilometers)
west of Port-au-Prince. AP Photo/Radio Teie Ginen
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Calloway County honors
its school board members
By DAVID DOWDY
just serve this corrununity when
Public Relations Coordinator
they attend board meeting
Calloway County Schools
said Superintendent Ste",e
Even in these difficult finan- Hoskins. "They attend school
cial times, ensuring world-class events, support our acadetnic
learning opportunities for every and athletic teams, buy goods at
student is the singular focus of booster and student club fund
Jeff Gordon, Terry Boorland, raisers and volunteer in our
Steve Grogan, Leeann Myers, schools, offering countless
and Richard Smotherman, the hours most of the general public
members of the Calloway never sees.
County Board of Education.
"They also help ensure that
For their individual and col- every dollar in our approximatelective dedication to this com- ly $30 million annual budget
munity, the Calloway County gets the most value for the greatfaculty, staff and students plan est instructional result," Hoskins
to honor this group during the said. "That's a huge responsibilJan. 14, regular monthly meet- ity to balance the needs of our
ing as part of Kentucky's obser- students and the shrinking revvation of January 2010 as enues we have to work with durSchool
Board
Member ing these uncertain times for our
Recognition Month.
state funding.
Steve Grogan has served on
"I am proud to work alongside
the board of education since the members of our Calloway
1995. Jeff Gordon has served County Board of tducation in
since 1997. Terry Bourland first our joint quest to give every one
took office in 1999. Richard of our students the tools to be
Smotherman has served on the "successful- now and beyond",
board since 2001. Leeann and encourage my fellow comMyers, the "rookie" on the munity members to join me in
board has served since 2007.
thanking them for their selfless
"Our board members don't service," he said.

II Homeland ...
From Front
think if they saw it on the street.
He told the story of a jogger
who saw a road cone set up like
that and called law enforcement
to put his mind at ease even
though he thought it was probably nothing. After officials
investigated with bomb-detecting equipment, it tumed out that
the man was right to be suspicious because there were explosives inside the road cone that
were triggered to detonate if
anyone picked one of the flowers.
"That responsible jogger
saved lives," he said.
Preston said that before the
attack.s of Sept. I I, 2001, there

were about 15 terrorist cells
operating within the United
States, although some retreated
after that. He said it was a mistake to lump the groups together
because even though they have
some similarities, none of them
are the same as another.
Preston said that there were
terrorist targets in Kentucky
even if officials in Washington,
D.C. didn't realize it. Touting
the Eyes and Ears on Kentucky
program, he said he didn't want
to encourage people to spy on
their neighbors but that he
would rather preempt a potential
disaster than to allow it.
Anyone who wishes to report
suspicious activity to the
Kentucky Office of Homeland
Security, may call 1-866-3936659.

By JESSE WASE
AP NatiOnal Writer
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Pew Research Poll:
Black optimism rises;
Hispanics wary on race
By JESSE WASHINGTON
AP National Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — One
year after the election of
President Barack ()barna, black
optimism about America has
surged, while Hispanics have
become more skeptical about
race relations, according to a
Pew Research Center poll
released Tuesday.
Thirty-nine percent of blacks
say African-Americans are better off now than five years ago,
according to the poll. In 2007,
just 20 percent of blacks felt that
way.
Fifty-three percent of AfricanAmericans say the future will be
better for blacks, and 10 percent
say it will be worse. Three years
ago, 44 percent of blacks said
the future would be better, and
21 percent said it would be
worse.
Obama's election is the obvious explanation for this optimism, especially considering
the recent recession, said
Andrew Kohut, president of the
Pew Research Center.
"The poll shows a whole list
of ways in which black attitudes
are more positive than they were
prior to President Obama's election," Kohut said. "When you
have a big event like that, and
all of the indicators are pointing
in one direction, I think the conclusion is inescapable."
Even though the median black
household income has declined
relative to whites since 2000, 56
percent of blacks and 65 percent
of whites say the difference in
standard of living between dte
two races has narrowed, the poll
found.
"Blacks are saying the income
gap has narrowed, when in fact
that is not the case," Kohut said.

McConnell
and Karzai
U S Senate Republican
Leader MitCh McConnell
returned to the United States
this week following a trip to
Afghanistan and Pakistan.
During his visit. he met with
U.S. troops, military officials
political
and
leaders.
McConnell was joined on the
trip by Senators Lisa
Murkowski, Roger Wicker,
Crapo
and
Mike
Representative Mike Castle
The delegation was scheduled to discuss their trip at a
news conference in the U.S.
Capitol on Tuesday. Pictured
at left, Sen. McConnell (left)
meets with Afghan President
Harnid Karzai on Saturday,
Jan 9.

"It has something to do with the
perception and the sense of
things as more positive."
A majority of both blacks and
whites say the core values of
each group have grown more
alike in the past decade.
Still, 81 percent of blacks say
more changes are needed to
ensure equality, compared with
36 percent of whites and 47 percent of Hispanics. The groups
also continue to have divergent
opinions on how much discrimination exists.
The poll found that Hispanics,
not blacks. now are seen as the
ethnic group facing the most
discrimination. Twenty-three
percent of all respondents say
Hispanics are discriminated
against "a lot," compared with
18 percent for blacks, 10 percent
for whites and 8 percent for
Asians.
Hispanics also are less optimistic than other groups about
interracial

relations

Photo provided

When

whites and blacks were asked
how well their group gets along
with Hispanics, more than 70
percent say "very" or "pretty"
well. In contrast, only about 50
percent of Hispanics feel the
same way.
There have been a number ot
recent attacks on Latinos that
advocates say are hate crimes
fueled by anti-inunigration rhetoric.
"My sense is that racism in
this country seems to be pretty
entrenched," said Carmen FeboSan Miguel, executive director
of the Latino cultural center
in
Puertorriqueno
Taller
Philadelphia. She cited the beating death of a Mexican inunigrant in Shenandoah, Pa., that
federal authorities have called a
hate crime.

With Leno out, drama is
more welcome in piime time
But by October, when NBC
was about to begin the series'
second season at 9 p.m. Friday
(the new "Jay Leno Show" had
poached its original slot), the
network announced the show
was being canceled. A marginal
ratings performer suited to
later time slot NBC could no
longer offer, "Southland" was
bumped for an edition of
"Dateline NBC."
"I'm disappointed that NBC
no longer has the time periods
available to support the kind of
critically acclaimed series that
were for so many years a hallmark of their success," Wells
said at the time. He vowed to try
to find it a new home.
By November, "Southland.'
had been snapped up by TNT.
the Time Warner-owned cable
network whose slogan is "We
Know Drama." It was scheduled
to air on TNT Tuesdays at it)
p.m., starting this very week.
One of the stars ot
"Southland," Ben McKenzie.
said everyone on the show was
shocked when NBC canceled it.
"Then we went through the
five stages of grief and came out
the other side," he recalled. and
everything worked out. "I don't
want to throw rocks or anything
(at NBC), but TNT is really passionate about the show."
Maybe NBC has come out the
other side, too, after struggling
for years to launch new drama
hits, and, barring that, simply
making excuses that scripted
drama costs too much to be
profitable. (NBC's
poormouthing argument doesn't
seem to apply at other broadcast
networks, particularly ratings
champ CBS, nor to cable channels such as TNT and NBC's
sister network USA.)
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By FRAZIER MOORE
AP Television Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Drama
is already back on NBC at 10
p.m.
That was one of many wisecracks launched by Jay Leno
after NBC announced that next
month Leno will be given the
heave-ho from prime time and
returned to late night after a disastrous experiment slotting his
cheap-to-make but ratings-challenged talk show weeknights at
10 p.m. Eastem this season.
With that proclamation from
the network, overjoyed producers of scripted drama could
again look forward to getting a
crack at those 10 p.m. hours, as
they had before "The Jay Leno
Show" took up residence with
loads of hype last September,
giving pricier scripted shows the
bum's rush.
"Nothing against Jay, but there
are a lot of people in the industry who hope this fails spectacularly," declared Shawn Ryan last
fall. Creator of the FX cop
drama "The Sttield" and currently an executive producer of
Fox's crime drama "Lie to Me,"
Ryan has gotten his wish. On
Monday, he called NBC's
abrupt about-face "a little bit of
restoring the natural order."
Until then, "Southland" stood
as a chilling object lesson in
how scripted shows (and the
people who make them) were
fated to be treated by NBC.
Created by John Wells,
"Southland" is a gritty police
drama that inherited the
Thursday-at-I0-p.m. hour occupied by "ER," Wells' long-running megahit, when it concluded its run last April. Airing six
episodes. "Southland" scored
critical praise and enough viewers to win a fall pickup.
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COMMONWEALTH OF ICENTUCICY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUTT COURT
Civil Action No. Cie-CI-00306

Featuring the

Sam Knowles Band

,
DEFENDANT:

Hwy. 218 Bypass Paris, TN

Being the Berne property conveyed to Stephen Merritt, and wife, Lucille Merritt,
by deed from KY Land Partners, LLC. dated June 18, 2006, of record in Book
658, Page 244, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
llye aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of forty-five
015) days, but if sold on a credit of flirty-five 145) days, the purchaaer shall
deposit with the Commissioner ten percent 110%, of the purchaae price and execute bond with good and sufficient surety for the remainder, bearing interest at
12% per annum from the dote of sale until paid. and fully due and payable within forty-five days. A ben shall be retained on the property as additional secun
ty. All delinquent taxes. if any, shall he ascertained and paid by- the
Comaussioner, but the purchaser shallbe required to pay the 2009 ad yalorem
taxes. and ad valorem taxes for all subsequent years, and shall take the property subject to all easement& and restrictive covenants of record.
This 16th day of December, 2009.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No.09-CI-00428
REPUBLIC BANK & TRUST COMPANY,
SUCCESSOR BY MERGER TO
REPUBLIC SAVINGS BANK,

PLAINTIFF',

VS. NOTICE OF SALE
GARY R. WILLIAMS, LOVEANA K WILLLUAS,
FUCHARD A. CHILDRESS,DONNA CHILDRESS,
MARY ZIMMERMAN,COMMONWEALTH OF
KENTUCKY, LEVY SECTION, DIVISION OF COLLECTIONS,
DEFENDANTS
DEPARTMENT OF LAW, REVENUE CABINET
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on November 23 2009, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $41,143.72, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Fnday, January 15, 2010, at the hour
of 10:00 a.m., local time. or thereabout. tlye following deeaibed property located
in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 86 7bm Taylor Trail,
Murray, KY 42071, PVA Map S043-0-00771 and being more particularly
described as follows:
Memtt
Being the same property conveyed to Stephen Merritt. and wife.
by deed from KY Land Partners. LLt', dated June IS. 2006. of record in Book
658. Page 244. in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty ,30,
days. but if sold on a credit of thirty '30, days. the purchaaer shall deposit 'with
the Commissioner ten percent 'HAI of the purchase price and execute bond
with good and sufficient surety for the remainder, beanng interest at 12% per
annum from the date of sale until paid. and fully due and payable within thirty
days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes, if any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Cornmseloner, hut the
property shall be sold subject to the current year ad valorem taxes
2009

MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Mlles

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable. but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
risk
own
their
Although persons and
companies menftoned
herein are believed to
be reputable, The
&
Ledger
Murray
Times, nor any of its
employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their activiftes

POSITiON ADVERTISED IS FOR
FULL 11ME EMPLOYMENT.

1/1
.u•

•

7-9p.m.
Tickets $8.00
In Advance or at the Door
Purchase at: Foundation Bank,
Paris, Tenn
Proceeds to Benefit the Fanuly of David Le krei Rowieur
-Special Thanksfor Your Help and SupportKun and Chris Roulette

City of Murray hisnafit oacka9e includes health
nsurance, dental insurance, VISPOO insurance.
de insurance, state retirement plan, weftness
plan. sick, vacation and personal days.
Full job descriptions and lob applications car,
be completed and submitted on-line at
vevnismurrayky.gov Of ai the City Clerk's office
ocated in City Hall at 104 N. 5fh Street, Murray,
Kentucicy 42071. If you have questions concerning this position, please contact the Human
Resources Department at 270-762-0330 ext.
103
Appiications must be receive° by S:00 p.m.
Wednesday, January 20, 2010.
Drug screening and background check
will be required of successful applicant.
The City of Murray is an
Equal Opportunity Employer.

I \

II I

I II 1

Sincerely,
Lori B. Scott
CaiOnthians 12:9-10
And He said to me.'My grace is sufficient
tor you. for My strerigth is made perfect in
vveakness." Therefore most gladly I will
rather boast in my infirmities that the power
of Christ may rest upoe me. Therefore I
take pleasure in infirmIties, in reproaches. in
needs, in persecutions, in distresses for
Christ's sake. For when I am weak. then
am strong.

se4 RAM

Seeking professiona
individual to rent room
& bath. Call 226-3545
$275 per month utilities
included References
required.

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friend* Hers at the
Ledger & Tlmes

Call 753-1916

LOST. Male red
Australian shepherd
rywith/
ge coloia
loarsatnseen
21S,s.o.
ver studs
(573)631-3165

PART time cook need
ed. Apply in person at
109 S. 13th St.

TEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR
02-20-10 TO 12-20-10 &PO
Larry Tucker Farms, Kirksey. KY KY/039368J
02 20-10 TO 12-20-10 10.1/0
Chester Farms. Trenton. KY KY/03933650
02-15-10 TU12-15-10 /UM
Wofrords Nursery, Cuirksviiie. TN TN/235417e
arm 00c-or/Nursery/ Labc•er Wage $7 25/ Se 29 hr
1.4 contract hours guaranteed 4.11 tools and equip at
oo charge Housing provided 10, those beyond commuting at no cost Transportation and subsistence
pay, after 50% of issibissi completed_ Trarsiport
to worksrte Apply for this job at the nearest office or
state workforce agency in SUS state Using job order
numbers above with a copy of this advertisement
Subject. to random drug tests at emp.oyer cost.

Britthaven of Benton is
currently accepting
applications for the following positions:
State Registered
Nursing Assistants.
We offer competitive
wages and an excellent benefit package.
Apply in person at
Bntthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy
641 S Benton, KY
42025 E0E/AAE NO
PHONE CALLS
PLEASE
BUSY medical office
experienced
needs
LPN. MA Four days
Send
week.
per
resume to PO Box
1040-C, Murray. KY
42071.

DISCLAIMER
When acLessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
isebpage at
rnurrayledger ooni
V011 will be redirected
to jobnetwork t-orr.
By default
Murray and local sob
Wings y, ill appear on
this wchsite
HOWCsey. a.s a national
website. not all listings
on Mc subricrsorl«oin
are placed duough
the Murray Ledger
At Tunes Plea.se ,all
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you
DO you love worldng
with idds?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be lust the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available
Apply at.
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
RELIEF person needed weekends to pickup and oeliver mealsbreakfast, lunch & supper to elderly man
753-8801

FARM WORKER.
LABORER
4 Temporary
Positions
Employment dates are
as follows:
3/01/2010 thru
12/31/2010
Guaranteed 3/4 of
c.ontract hours. Ali
tools
Provided at no cost.
Free housing provided
tor Non-commuting
workers.
Transportation and
Subsistence reimbursed to worker upon
completion of 50 % of
contract. Pay rate of
$ 7.25 per hour..
Howton Farm
Eddyville. KY. Duties
include planting, fertilizing, irrigating, & harvesting hay. Apply for
efts lob or send
resume to nearest
State Workforce
Agency
Office with a copy of
this advertisement.
and Job Order
WY0393435
MAYFIELD Real
Estate licensing class.
96-hour, 4-week,
Jan/Feb. 9:00-5:30,
Mon. Toes, Wed.
$960.00. Check, cash.
payment plan, credit,
debit cards welcome.
(270)223-0789
deloiseadams yahoo.
com

(Arty

Please anPlY Pelson
iDuong store hoursl
1C a m -5 p m
at the
Chestnut Hilts Shopping
Center JCPenney stoie
located at
720 North 12th Street
Muria. KY 4207'

Apply online & view additional
requirements st: VAVW murraystateiobs.com
Women/rmnontoes encouraged to apply
An EEO, M/F.D. AA employer.

ANTiotiee, Ca!! Larry
753-3633
BUYING old U.S. Coin
Paying
collections.
Elue Book value.
293-6999

WANT TO BUY:
USED GUITARS,
AMPS & PEDALS.
(270)339-4092

10 gun solid walnut
gun cabinet. 47' Zeroth
TV. 753-8744.

pop opm

JCPenney is an equal

are back!

every Day Metall

(270)761-621

Aapleass

tOMING SOON!
Red Barn
inside Trends N
Treasures
1306 S. 1Zth St.
Bev's wreaths
& arrangements

Kmenneycareers.com

Info APPLIA
WARD-ELKI
605 E

South 121

(279)753-17

$1,500 China Ca
like new $500.00
3 piece bedroorr
$300.00. Call
227-85Ly8

'' GREAT AFT;
CHRISTMA
SALES'
MAIN STRE
FURNISHIN 4
401 MAPLE
(270)'761 -'76

Interni
1989
S2500 Dump
f
Cummins
Tandem axle
speed transmi
New paint
OBO 270-994-1

293-2487.Firew

FIREWOOD (271
6267 or (270)221
3845 Pick up or
ery

employ-nem opportunity
ornooyer

GET THIS 1X11
AD FOR ONLY
575.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

VCR movies for sale
cheap call 227-8721
after 6 p.m
WHOLE Hog
Sausage, hot or mild.
$5.00 2-pound roll.
Also feeder pigs. PH293-7243

*

HOMO Fo

12 x 65 2BR
A
Nice home
underpinning ire
$3500/080
270-994-1595

1 OR 2br ants
Is
downtown
Lease and O
required. 753-41

u
,
Subscribe to the
*

* *

Mt RR Al

* LEDGER &TIMES*

1BR. pnce reduc
vanous locations
Coleman RE
753-9898.

2BR apt. partiall,
nistred, some uti
paid, no pets.
$300/mo. 767-9(

1 Home Delivery
Mall
I 3 rno. --MOO
.......
3
1 6 mo. --$53.011
-$63.00
6 mo.
1
yr. --$105.00

2BR duplex, CA
various location!
Coleman RE
753-9898

1

2BR duplex,
anCeS & carpc
pets. Call 227-7,

1 yr.

Rest of KY/Ti;11

ex?

M URRAY 17MZIATD
COILEUES
"S"Iii
STATE UNIVERSITY
COMMUNICATION SUPERViSOP
(DIspetching Area)
Full-time, certified position. Two years of
college and three years of experience in the
telecommunications field or similar duties
required. Additional related experience may
be exchanged with college education. Must
meet all requirements to be certified in KY as
a Telecommunication Operator It not state
certified. must attend 4 1/2 weeks of training in
P,ictimond KY Salary $14 44 hourly.

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

Salon Leader
Flexible Hours • Benefits
Generous Merchandise
Discount

Trrnods 14

Treasures

1306 S. 12th
Flea Marke
Vendors Want

WANT to buy: Good
used hand ioading
equipment & supplies
to starlItIhd loading
Mies & pistols. Call
227-6237

NOW hiring front desk,
flexible hours, all shifts.
PT/FT. Apply at Super
8, Murray 753-1150
POSITIONS available
Persons needed for
Receptionist duties.
Seasonal employment,
daytime & evening
hours available. Call
(270)753-9204

WILL sit with the elderly in their home. hospital or nursing home
753-6646 or 210-4173.

CASH paid for
good. used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

IN \

First. off, our family
wouid like to give ail
praise and glory to
jesus Christ our
Semi' He has
been and always
will be our
Rock.Secondly, we
want to thank you,
our dear family members and friends who
journeyed with us during "The Race of Faith"
(Hebrews 12:1-3) Words realty cannot
express the {ova we have for you all. Your
support of prayers. phone calls. visits, cards
and grits have been overwhelming. Jamie
loved you all so much and he was amazed
at your coeftnuous encouragement.
11 was my blessing to have Jamie as 8 husband and best tnend and I had the honor to
care for hrth ciunng this journey. To quote
Jamie, "1 would do it all over again.' Those
of you who knew him knew what an amazing
husband, dad. son. [wittier. uncle and friend
he was. He served his Lord wholeheartedly
and he finished the race well.
Again. on behaff of our famity. I say 'Thank
you" Our prayer is that God will bless you
in amazing ways

Lost one Found

(120

ve. dr•INF WI/

ewe

Being designated us Lot 35. Lot 46, Lot 90, end Lot 98, WESTERN SHORES,
Phase 1, as shown on the plat of same of record in Plat Book 38, Page 87, Slide
3703, in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office in Murray, Kentucky. to
which plat specific reference is hereby made for a more particular description of
said lot
Subject to covenants and restrictions for Western Shores recorded in Book 643,
Page 415, in the Calloway County Clerk's Office in Murray. Kentucky.

/
rev iss /sox Tit
y It •

this reinist

15, 2010, at the hour (If 10,00 a.m., local time. or thersabout, the following
described property lucated in Calloway County, Kentucky, and being more particularly' described as follows.
A certain lot or parcel of land located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and more
particularly bounded and deecnbed as follows, to-wit.

Department: Murray Municipal Utilities

SBG is seeking Office
Manager for full time
position. Mon-Fri 84:30. Must be efficient
with good organizational and computer
skills. Real estate is a
plus but not a requirement. Stop by 518 S.
12th St to pick up an
appplication.

Salary: Minimum Salary 510 10/ hr
(depending on expenence)

at The Church of the Nazarene

By virtue of a Default Judgment In Rem and Order of Sale entered by the
Calloway Circuit Court on November 23 2009, in the above cause, to satisfy the
Judgment of the Plaintiff in the approximate amount of 6153,487.50, I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the Crty of Murray, Callowas
Fs-iriy.y.
County. Kentucky. to the hiehest bidder st rohl.s sosrow,

KINDERMUSIKfor
now
Register
Winter/Spring classes
Classes available for
ages Newborn- 5years old. Register by
calling (270)753-3763
or ;270)978-1960

Overview of Duties: Reads gas and water
meters tor assigned routes Performs service
work as needed

PLAINTIFF

STEPHEN MERRITT, LUCILLE MERRITT,
AND HALIFAX FINANCIAL GROUP LP

NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to
check the first
Insertion of their
ad for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be
responsible for
only one incorrect
insertion. Any error
should be
reported immediatlely so corrections can be made.

POSMON: Meter Reader

1992 - 2009

VS. NOTICE OF SALE

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

The Cffy of Murray has the following lob
opportunity

David Le Axel Rowlette

BRANCH RANKING & TRUST COMPANY,

This 16th day of Llecemher.
Respectfully submitted.

NOTICE

.UI Other Mali
Subscriptions

Keyes;•Reason

1
3 mo....-..--$70.30
6 ino..---$90.00
1 I yr.....-.--.$120.00
Check

6
1 yr...

Money Order

-3143.00

Visa

SVC

4BR. C/H/A, all
ances. ColemE
753-9898.

1
Name
1
I St. Address_
I .
City

State

Canova) Gar
Zip

Ph.
.
Daytune
Mail this roupan with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (370) 753-1916
a.

2BR near MSU,
ances furnished
C/H/A Coleman
753-9898

Essex Dow T
Apartment

1505 Diuguid
Murray. KY 4:
One and Tw
Bedmorn Apart]
270-75345!
TDD I-S00-545
Fit. 283
Equal opportur

r & Times

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Time,

Meet Me Rabies of 2009!
Share your precious new arrival by submitting
a photo of your baby born in 2009.

wARIET0F2009
ri BOY
riGIRL

NES

-

Itut.

•

NAME OF
CHILD

-FnItax.

Vednesclay. January 13, 20111 • 311

FORTNER Gee Co.

2002 Yamaha Grizzly
660 4x4, Aromatic
realtree camo many
extras, exceilent condition $4,600 474-8666

Murray s newest
propane dealer Cali
761-4427

since it debuted in 2(103. It has
By NEKESA MUMBI
produced millions and millions
MOODY
AP Music Writer
in albums sales, Gramms
FUTRELL S Tree
NEW YORK I APi -- With Awards, and even an Oscar winService
Simon Cowell's days numbered ner in Jennifer Hudson, who is
removal
Trimming.
and Paula Abdul already' gone, also a Granuny winner and sucstump gnnoing,
this season is shaping up to be cessful recording artist. Even the
firewood Insured
489 2819
the end of an era for the nation's also-rans of "Idol" have manshow, Fox's aged to parlay career success
most-popular
11111'4? WA•±1 I
"American Idol."
\I
\11\ t(.!
after an "Idol" stint.
but when it comes to living up
-It is by far still the most
week!? &
pickups
to its title - creating a superstar watched show on TV - even
• locally imined/upersted
imagination more watched in some years
759-1151 • 293-2783 act that captures the
of millions - the power of than the Academy Awards and
293-2784
"Idol" has been ebbing for years. the Grarnmys or anything like
1131110ton (-rand). While it produced mutliplatinum
that" says Ann Donahue, senior
141. Nlarble
sensations in its earlier days, editor at Billboard magazine.
Rt 121N. starting with Kelly Clarkson arid
3301
"But actually translating those
753-8087
ending with Carrie Underwood. people who watch the show into
recent "Idol" wiriners or run- buying albums remains difficult.
ners-up have not had similar
Like the rest of the music
chart success.
industry, "Idol" is battling a
Kris Allen, last year's champi- decline in music sales. But even
on, has sold about 200,000 taking that into account, the
copies of his debut album. And drop-off in sales and buzz for
while his "Idol" runner-up, ''Idol" winners is telling. When
Adam Lambert, proved to be Clarkson became the show's
more popular and controversial, first winner in 2003, her album.
even ttis debut hasn't stayed at "Thankful," debuted at No. 1
the top of the charts for long.
and sold a healthy 297,000
"When you start thinking copies, and had hits like "A
about 'American iaor as a piace Moment Like This" and "Miss
that feeds the music business. Independent." It went on to sell
it's not as much as people think 2.7 million copies, according to
it is," said Howard Benson, who Nielsen SoundScan.
produced the first two CDs for
The next year, champ Ruben
"Idol"-finalist Chris Daughtry's Studdard sold 1.8 million and
multiplatinum band. Daughtry. had the hit "Sorry 2004." Clay
"It's fallen off."
Aiken, that year's runner-up, did
Of course, "fallen off- is all even bener, selling 2.7 million
relative when you're talking copies of his CD."Measure of a
O'BRYAN TFIEE
about a show that's been the Man."
8 DEBRIS
undisputed ratings champion

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

270-293-5624

We Finance

-lion.5pa.

hollandmotorsales coril
270 75'1446'

Date of Birth

-*Wm.

-Thutttut,

Wetght

-Tim Ipa.

Length.

98 Cnevy Lumina. 99
Dodge Neon, cheap
293-E1872

Name of
Parents:

96 Dodge Intrepid
$1,500 firm
270-293-6324

May 16,2009
• 6Ib 9oz •18 1/4- long
Cattle & Stacey Staples

Name

Used Trucks

Phone

03 F350 powerstroke
diesel 4x4 crew cab.
dually, Lariat package.
leather heated seats
power windows &
seats, cruise, AWFM
stereo CD, loaded,
100.xxx miles
$20,000. 435-5508 or
293-5507
530

p amen

Politatiot Date: I /22/10

'eking Office
for full time
Aon-Fri 8it be efficient
organizecomputer
estate is a
ot a reQUIrEtp by 518 S
pick up an
on.

(ArtwOrk will

Doodle to sobs* photo awl

be in color)

information: 1/18/10 at

5PM

Send $10 payment. photo & form to:

Murray Ledger & Times Babies of 2009

Sonless Collond

L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicdring,,
:
Landscaping

Den &

nth the eider
home, hospi
irsing home
or 210-4173

N
Treasures
1306 S 12th St
Flea Market
Vendors Wanted
(270)761-6255

impulara

DMPUTERS
ice/Sales
i:Upgrades
9.3556

teat Vacuuming
Satittartion guaranteed

DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858.
JACK Russell pups
shots, $75.00

ze n ts
I
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

B051;ttlEraralL111

994-0289

mixed grass
HAY$3 Oiroaie 7531287
430

1
nt to Buy -

lad Estate
Amtraints For Smit

!S. Call Larry

l••••-

1

P•er.

USED ALPOLLANcEs

old U.S. Coin
Paying
is.
k value.

WARD-ELK/INS

605 E South 12th St

(270 753-1713

-I paid for
used guns
in Sporting
519 S 12th,
lurray.

$1,500 China Cabinet,
Ike new $500 00
3 piece bedroom sud,
$300 00 Call
227-85L43

buy Ccod
d loading
it 8. supplies
Ifid loading
stois Call

- GREAT AFTER
CHRISTMAS
SALES,
MAIN STREET
F URNISHINGS
401 MAPLE ST
(270) 761:7653

D BUY:

JITARS,
PEDALS.
-4092

Aida
or Sale

I

solid walnut
let 47' Zenith
1744

G SOON!
Batil •

Trends N
• sures ,
St:
..
wreaths
gemants
back!

internationa
1989
S2500 Dump Truck
Diesel
Cummins
10
Tandem axle
transmission
speed
New paint.
$9800
OBO. 270-994-1595.

Firewood
293-2487.Firewood.
FIREWOOD (270)210
6267 or (270)226.3845 Pick up or delivery
270
Ilobk HOTS For Solo

II 227-8721

12 x 65 2BR 1 -Bath
Nice home. Air and
underpinning included
$3500/OBO
270-994-1595.
320

Hog
. hot or mild.
iound roll
ler pigs PHI

**
3E4
*

Apartmsets For RIR
1 OR 2br apts nea
Murray
downtown
Lease and deposi
required 753-4109

1

1BR. pnce reduced,
venous locations
Coleman RE
753-9898.

* * I

MES *1

2BR apt. partially furnished, some utilities
paid. no pets,
$300/mo. 767-9037

Ed

2BR duplex, C/H/A.
venous locations
Coleman RE
753-9898

e

tber Mail
criptions

e
e
e
e
e
e

....-.S145.00
MIC

e
e

2BR duplex, w/appliances & carport. no
pets. Call 227-7414
2BR near MSU, appliances furnished,
C/H/A Coleman RE
753-9898
4BR, C/H/A, all appliances. Coleman RE
753-9898.

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
ant to:

1

I

P.O. Box 1040 Murray, KY 42071

le Mean

1505 Diuguid Dnse
Murray. KY 42071
One and Twi,
Bedronm 4partrnent,
270-7534556
TDD I-800-545-1833
4
Ext. 283 6
,
'
Ewa! opportune

at

DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W Large, 2BR,
1.5 bath, garage, all
appliances. 1 small
indoor pet allowed.
$675 mo. 293-7404
apartEFFICIENCY
ments tor rent Some
utilities paid $230/mo
No pets 767-9037
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units
Rent based on income.
impairment
Mobility
Phone.
accessible.
&
Mon
492-8721.
Thurs
10-12am. TDD No.
1-800-6413-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
LARGE 3BR apt.
newly remodeled, on
campus. C/H/A, W&D,
$600 water, sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets.759-4696,
293-4600
NICE 2BR, 2BA
$425.00, also 16R,
1BA. $325.00. 1-1/2
blocks from MSU, references required. 4928069 or 970-8412
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area. Newty
remodeled. Large deck
with great view. W/D,
stove.
refrigerator.
Very
quiet. All utilities paid
electric.
including
$600/mo plus deposd.
270-492-8211

3BR. 1BA. detached
garage, C/H/A,
dw, hardwood floors,
large yard. No Pets.
Lease $600/mo securi-

ty deposit. 753-1718.
3BR. 1BA, 1604 Ryan.
CIA/A, no pets, I year
lease $550 00
753-9636
3BR, iBeth, ) car
garage, washer &
dryer, gas heat, locar.
eic.1 on Coldwater Rd.
near unrversity
$720/mo 753-2225
3BR/2BA brick in city,
quiet residential neighborhood, central-heat
& air, kitchen stove,
fridge, dishwasher,
W/D-hookup.
big
back yard.
fenced
$850.
TEL.-270-767-1176.

A&F Warenousing
Near MSU $20-50
753 7668

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-41EL3
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI .
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

utilities included.

5131.25/weekly.
753-2568

Cermet ef I21 s Glestlale.
HAN $25 19%15840

1270i 436-251A
(279i 293-6906

2BR brick, appliances
furnished. No pets.
753-0728, 994-3308.
28R. stove & refngerator, dw, w/d hook-up,
C/1-1/A $550/rno, 1 yr
lease. 1 month deposit
No pets. 753-2259
270-527-8174
2BR/lBA in My, completely redecorated,
new heating & AC
units. kitchen stove.
fndge, W/D-hoolkup,
no pets $450 You
pay utilities Can
addWasherlDryer
units-extra.
TEL -270-767-1176.

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Insode climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & dean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauis
753-9600

Coeararicarroe For %nil

L
Beauty shop for rent,
crty limits 293-1150
COMMERCIAL building for lease Free
standing building with
parking Great location
in Murray $350/per
month Available now
Call now 615-478-4724
866-496-0062

1(270)227-0587

41101

All Carpentry Conot.
New homes. Additions
Remodel, Sagging &
Rotten floors, Vinyl
Decks.
Roofing. Mobile Horne
Repair
753-2353
Larry Nimmo
Licensed & alsureci

• VTer
• Li,

270-703-1021
- 270-703-,4005
. Johhny OrBryan

UNDSCAPE

MMT)

*Beauty •Safety
•Socurity
•Energy Efficient
•Pro Equipment
•P,o Installation
.30 Yrs. Expertence

YOUR AD
COULD
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

sr.

Tiall LEMONS
Irrigation
270-435-4776

antglit's
%MO
the

BRUSH &
HAMMER
• Painting • Fix-it's

New 2.4

753-7728

(270) 436-2228

Illeirses hoses ia
ItIveresid Estates.

Hill Electrici

• Repairs • Decks
pressure washed
& stained

••=11•••••

Since 1986

I

24 moue %tunics
Res., Com.. & Ind.

David's Home
Improvement

Licensed & Insured

All Jobs - big or small
4BR,
RENOVAT ED
1BA home near hospiBeautiful hardtal
wood/file floors, sunroom. basement, appliances. new C/H/A,
2.200 sq.ft. $8,000 first
buyer
time
home

rebate. $79,500.
270-761-1317.

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal. gutter
cleaning, hauling. etc
Insured. Emergency
293-1118
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages. gutters.
iunk & tree work

EIhrbt
Wagon
-In
14ome Sarno
Can 1481131
Ne Coale Yoe
No taro* OIC

WEEKLY rental, all

0 00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
•Remodeling
•Screened Porches
*Garages
•Water & Termite
Damage
*Decks
*Home/ Mobile Home
Repair
436-5517

Yoe eee mastea
experieeced
in West Ky.
403 Tom Taylor Trail

\UM (11'1
\Ill( sir- 1111(.1

J&L RLSTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.

2&4 Bedroom house>
lease & deposit
required 753-4109

Murray Ledger ai Times Fair
Housing Act Notice
real estate advertisa.,' herein
i i,r
s -.Pied to the
7,31,
Housing -Act
re advert, ary
ince .imitanor .ir discr.miria
rasie color. reit
nor Nr..1
por. se‘ hatidicap tanthal staongin, or inter,
tus or Rd
non to make any such miterences. linutataores or deschrruna
non
State laws torhad dr•Tunination
in the sale, rental or advernsing
ot real estate bated al factors 1r
addition to those rrotts.to.1
under feclerai law
accept any
'he wiil
advernsinF tor real estate which
is not in siolabon of the lats All
persons are hereby
that all dweliirgs ads erhsed are
avadable on a, equal opporninth bays
For further assastance w-ith Far
Housing Advertising requirements contact !s: AA Counsel
Rene P !Adam.(7131SO-10X

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE 8 PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
DRYWALL repair &
Free estipainting
mates 270-873-9916.

BARRY JAMES
ELECTRONICS

470

notortydos & Arts I
•Akitlit
• Hr>ri•,-- It

YAMAHA V-star, 1300
tour-bike. 4.515 miles,

$8 000 (270)435-4455

(270)227-9212

Cowell departure
another jolt to
weakening 'Idol'

Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Fi0Or Joists
Rerncoeiing & Plumbing
Will Do Insuranco Work
.1sa; Isterf.I.,
,td accepted

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
peisons and companies mentioned hereon
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times. nor
any ot its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities
Tree
YEARRY'S
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

Don't Forget
to pick up any pictures you have dropped off
at the Murray Ledger & Times.
Birth announcement. engagement, sports,
special sections in the classifieds etc.

LiliCIRSIEtEs
1001 Whitnell Ave. Hours: 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
(2701753-1916

Horoscope

lacuislies Mar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, Jan. 14, 2010:
This year. you get a chance to renew, to begin again in some area of
your life. You become increasingly creative and more dynamic. Do
be careful about being too me-oriented. Be honest with yourself
about what you would like to change. Sudden events could point to
areas that don't work. If you ease up and relax more, you will let go
of what isn't working. Every. so often, we need to revise our goals, as
they become outdated as we transform. If you are single. you'll discover the power of a strong relationship. Just remember that a relationship is a two-way street. If you are attached, give your mate
power by giving more weight to his or her ideas. He or she, too, can
have unusual solutions. CAPRICORN reads you cold.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so. 1 -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
**** As difficult as one day might be is as good as the next can
be. See the error of your ways, or see where you can change a situation as it evolves through to resolution Be willing to give that extra
push of self-discipline mixed with determination. Tonight: A must
appearance.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Do needed research; be willing to get past another person's
anger. How you handle a matter and the decisions you make define
the potential of a change. Be willing to call a spade a spade. Tonight:
Meet a friend at a new restaurant.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** An agreement or decision makes relating to a key individual
easier later In a sense, you have pushed too far and done too much.
Now this person needs to demonstrate his or her true colors through
actions, not words. Tonight: Chat over dinner_
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Though you might have felt you had reason to be angry., let
go and claim responsibility for your side in this difficult situation Your
vision could be informative and important. Listen to another perspective. and get past an issue. Tonight: Defer to others.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** You might want to understand more of what is happening
behind the scenes. Be a listener, but ask questions that help you
resolve a mental conflict. As a result. you can make a new resolution
or change your direction. Tonight: Put your feet up.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Once more, your creativity means something. Resolve an
issue involving a child or new fnend. Someone you meet today could
be very important in the long run. This person has a way of re-energizing you. Tonight: Go into weekend mode
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
*** Stop and be willing to understand more of what is going on with
you. Sometimes you do nothing or project on someone else when
you need to resolve the issue once and for all. Tonight: Laughter
helps you relax.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Talk is cheap and takes you in a different direction.
Resolution comes through communication_ You could be surprised by
how someone looks at a situation. Innovate and change directions.
Tonight. Hang out If need be. clear the air with a friend.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Doc. 21)
**** Nearly anything you do has positive results. Your ability to
edge through a personal situation and come out on top could mark
your finances. You have the financial wisdom and knowledge to make
a situation work. Just do it! Tonight: Your treat.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** You manage to do something very differently and come up
with as-yet-unseen results. A new approach and beginning become
distinct possibilities if you are willing to change gears. Tonight: As you
like it.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Your sense of self and direction take you to a new level.
Realize what is happening behind the scenes with you and perhaps
a close friend. If you want to change directions, please do. Tonight:
Tak.e some much-needed personal time

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** A friendship influences your decisions and direction. Take
time to renew this bond. after all. it means a lot to you_ Discussions
open you up to possibilities as yet unthought-of. Think before you
leap Tonight. Think and act like it is the weekend.

BORN TODAY
Singer Jack Jones (1938). actress Faye Dunaway (1941). actor. rapper LL Cool J (1968)
Jacqueline Blgar Is on the internet at wwwlecguellnebigar.com.
(c) 2010 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
An anonymous S10,000 donation has suddenly been ipven to
the Murray-Calloway County
Parks & Recreation Department
which is one-third ot funduut needed for a renovation project at the
old courthouse pavilion's rest
MOMS.

Brian Baldwin, minister of
Murray. Christian. Fellowship, was
the speaker at a meeting of the
Murray Kiwams Club.
Murray. High School Lady
Tigers won 71-41 over Heath
Pirates with Lindsay Lawson high
scorer for the Tigers. Murray High
School Tigers won 65-45 over
Christian Fellowship with Anthony Cogell high scorer for the Tigers
Twenty years ago
Published is a photograph of
Tnsh Thorn, technician of ACP
Registered Phlebotomy, taking the
blood of Billy. Potts, employee
of Bnggs & Stratton. during the
blood drive for Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
Mrs Reba Beasley celebrated
her 98th birthday. on Jan 11.
Calloway County High School
Lady Lakers won 66-40 over Paducah Tilghman in a basketball
game. High team scorer for the
Lakers was Cynthia Garland.
Thirty years ago
Calloway County School Board
has adopted a Nioclel Procurment
Code for the school system,
according to Dr. Jack Rose,
supenntendent.
Murray. Independent School
Board has re-elected Don Henry
as chairman and Melissa Easley
as vice chariman.
Published is a picture of Mary
Ryan, pnncipal of Murray Elementary School. beim/ presented a
flag by Diana Lyons of Tau Phi
Lambda Woodmen of the world.
Murray. State University. Racers won 85 to 67 over Morehead
Eagles and Lady Racers lost 7264 to Lady Eagles. High team scorer!, were Gary Hooker for Racers and Janice McCracken for Lady

Racers
Forty years ago
Murray City Schools resumed
classes today after being closed
because of ice and snow. but the
Calloway County Schools had to
keep its doors closed as many
county roads are still hazardous
Res. iuid Mrs Heyward Roberts
hve returned home from a 2
week.s special I01/1 of The Holy
Land He is pastor of West Fork
Baptist Church.
Mumiy State University Racers won 87-78 over Tennessee
Golden Eagles in a basketball
game Claude Virden was high
scoer for the Racers.
Murray High School Tigers
won 56-55 over Hickman County Falcons in a basketball games.
High scorer for the Tigers was
Allen Hudspeth
Fifty years ago
The Jury list for the session
of Calloway County Circuit Court
has been releinsed by James
Blalock. Calloway County Circuit Court Clerk, and Coben Stubblefield, Calloway County Sheriff.
The average of $36.45 was
reported for die sale of dark fired
taobacco Oil the Murray Tobacco
Market.
Calloway County Coin Club
met Jan. 12 at the IVIurray Electric System building. This is for
persons with the hobby of collecting coins.
Sixty years
The 3-day totals for the dark
fired tobacco sales at the five
Murray Loose Leaf Floors for three
days totaled 696.373 pounds.
Births reponed include a girt
to Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Steele,
Jan. gl a hoy to Mr and Mrs
.1.D Hendrick and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. MOtTla Futrell, Jan. 9.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds lust 59-50 to Eastem
Mar000ns in a Ohio Valley Conference basketballgame. Laughary was high scorer for Murray

COMICS / FEATURES
Union rep advises silence
in response to harassment
DEAR ABBY: I'm at my
wit's end et wort There's a
woman in her early 30s here
who iS OW of the closet, and
very vocal about being a butch
lesbian. I'm straight, happily
married and 20 years older
than she is.
Abby,
ea
keeps
she
hitting
on
me! I've told
her I'm not
interested
and that I'm
straight. She
then makes
aosi
comments
that she has
converted
t hn.
wome
o
i
ain
gre
Biu
vBaynAb
eSher
does this in
front of others and it's mortifying. Yes, I'm old-fashioned
and religious, and I do consider her sexual behavior
immoral. I am also tired of
feeling like I have to apologize for my trligious beliefs.
I have spoken to my union
rep, but was told not to create trouble tor anotner union
member. I'm sorry, but I don't
like this sexual harassment. I
want to go to HR about it,
but I'm afraid it will start a
riot in the union if she's fired
over this complaint. There have
been other complaints about
her harassing people. Please
advise. -- BEING HARASSED
IN ILLINOIS
DEAR HARASSED: Your
union rep is wrong. Would the
person tell you to tolerate sexual harassment if your harasser was a man? The
you have described is against
the law whether it's done by
a male or female, regardless

Dow Abby

Today In Nisterv
first tune as Lee De Forest transBy The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Jan. 13. mitted a performance of "Cavalthe 13th day of 2010. 'There are leria Rusucana" and "Pagliacci"
from the stage of New York's
352 days left in the year.
Metropohtan Opera.
Today's Highlight in History..
In 1962,comedian Errue Kovacs
On Jan. 13, 1794, President
George Washington approved a died in a car crash in west Los
measure adding two stars and two Angeles 10 days before his 43rd
stripes to the .krnencan flag, fol- birthday.
In 1966, Robert C. Weaver was
lowing the admission of Vermont
and Kentucky to the union. iThe named Secretary of Housing and
number of stripes was later reduced Urban Development by President
Lyndon B. Johnson; Weaver
to the original 13.1
became the first black Cabinet
On this date.
In 1.733: James Oglethorpe and member.
In 1978, former Vice President
some 120 English colonists arrived
at Charleston, S.C.. while en route Hilbert H. Humpluey died in
Waverly, Minn.. at age 66.
to settle in present-day Georgia.
In 1982. an Air Florida 737
In 1864. composer Stephen Foscrashed into W'ashington, D.C.'s
ter died in New York at age 37
In 1898, Emile Zola's famous 14th Street Bndge after takeoff durdefense of Capt. Alfred Dreyfus. ing a snowstorm and fell into the
"J'accuse." was published in Paris. Potomac River, killing 78 people.
In 1990. L. Douglas Wilder of
In 1910, opera was experiment'ally broadcast on radio for the Virginia became the nation's first
El A Et Nir El L_IJ

elected black governor as he took
the oath of office in Rictunond.
Ten years ago: Microsoft chairman Bill Gates stepped aside as
chief executive and promoted company president Steve Ballmer to
the position.
Five years ago: Major League
Baseball adopted a tougher steroidtesting program that suspended
first-tune offenders for 10 days
and randonaly tested players yearround.
One year ago: President-elect
Barack Obarnas nominee for sec,
retary of state, Hillary Rodharn
Clinton, vowed during her Senate
confirmation hearing to revitahze
the mission of diplomacy in U.S.
foreign policy. Obama's choice to
rin the Treasury Department, Timothy Geithner, disclosed dud he
had failed to pay S34,000 in taxes
from 2001 to 2004.

Murray L.edger & Tiines

Don't let the child

run the show
DEAR DR. GOTT: My grarxison is 3 years old, 30 pounds
and on the dun side The problem is his picky food habits The
foods be will eat willingly are
Cheerios, Ramen noodles, chocolate cake. ice cream, wieners.
bacon, sausage, scrambled eggs.
cashew nuts,
sausage-andcheese pizza,
pancakes and
PediaSure If
he continues
eating in this
manner. will
tie suffer the
onsequences
of high cholesterol, heart
problems,
blood
high
By
pressure and
Dr. Peter GOtt other issues?
His parents and 1 have worried over this
but don't know how to cure the
temble habit. We can't force him
to eat or use spanking. Do you
have any suggestions? How can
we get him to eat more varied
and healthy foods? Dc we need
to be more firm in withholding
certain friods and let him go without if he refuses to eat as punishment, or do we continue to
cater to his whims?
I feel this is a threatening situation that needs immediate attention Vie have two working parents and one long-distance grandma in the picture. Help!
DEAR READER: Unless 1
am misreading you, you already
know the answer but don't know
how to put a plan into action.
Your grandson is 3 years old.
, CAI
ALL
tt, 1114.1
It •a ogral
te ran the show and eat what he
pleases. He will continue to do
so as long as he can push the
issue. Tlus never should have
occurred to begin with. I cam

of sexual onentation.
Tell your rep you want it
stopped inunediately, and that
if it isn't, you WILL take it
to HR. Your religious beliefs
do not enter into this. The
woman's behavior is creating
a hostile work environment.
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DEAR ABBY: I'm a 26year-old minor league baseball
player. I have been involved
in two serious relationships.
My first was a girl I became
engaged to when I was 20
and in college playing baseball there. I loved her and was
committed to her, but she was
jealous of my 'first love' -my sport. She constantly tried
in subtle ways to get me to
quit. After we had a huge
fight, she finally threw my
ring back at me
I stayed single for a couple of years and then met a
woman and began slowly dating her. The first year our
relationship was good, but over
the next three years the same
issues arose and I was hearing, *You're selfish."You don't
love me.' "Grow up!"
Being a professional baseball player has been my dream
since I was 5, and I'm not
ready to give up on it yet.
Both these women continue to
call and text me crying because
it didn't work out. I'm ang;ry
at them for not supporting me,
but I also feel sad for them
because all they did was love
me. What do I do about them
and about trusting women with
my heart and dreams? -- LOVELESS IN THE MIDWEST
DEAR LOVELESS: Stop
allowing those wornen to lay
a guilt trip on you. I'm sure
when you met them you made
it clear that you wanted a
career in baseball -- and the
sacrifice that would mean for
all parties ccncemed. Instead
of wasting more titne looking
back. tell these women goodbye once and for all and stop
responding to their calls and
messages.
To be the wife of a professional athlete takes a special Vind of woman, someone
with a strong sense of independence because of the number and length of the inevitable
separations that come with the
sports business. Look around
at your teammates who have
successful marriages, then ask
them if they know any eligible ladies. I can't guarantee
you won't strike out, but I'm
willing to wager that the odds
of hitting a home run will be
better.

Dr. Gott

Connect Bridge
Planning the Play
in addihas already lost.
South has no coatrol aces the
trump loser if the spades axe divided
2-0, so he should focus on holding
himself to one heart loser instead of
line with this, he 111ffS E diatwO.
mond at Tit* three, the first step al
the elimination process that he hopes
will produce the desired result. With.
out this diamond ruff, South would
lose the contract.
He aest plays ihe ace of tiurops.
on which East shows out, ahd contmues by ruffing a club, a diamond, a
club and, finally, dummy's last diamond. Having elinunatui ail the
clubs and diamonds frotn hiS OWT1
hand arid dummy, South is ready for
the coup de grace.
At tills Mat, dummy has three
hearts and two trumps, as does
South, while West is down to three
Endplays settlona come about by hearts, a club 8.nd Me trump king.
themselves. Declarer rrust usually do Declarer now puts West on lead with
at least some preliminary preparation a trump. Wrest wins the trick -- the
but he is not
to des clop tl,e end positan he seeks. second for his side
Consider the present ease where happy. If he returns a club, he hands
as well as
ruff-and-discard
a
South
against
West leads the king of clubs
four spades doubled, then shills to the contract And if he rennin a heart
mck two. instead, the outcome is exactly the
the king of diamonds
Declarer wins with dummy 's ace and same, since South then loses only
sees that if the missing cards are one heart trick.
It pays to plaa the play.
badly stacked against him he could
Tomorrow: Bndge is a logical game

Fast dealer.
Fast-West vulnerable
NORTH
*Q 9 7 5 4
V1074
A 96 2
401
EAST
WEST
*•K
V A1 3
•86 5 2
08 7 5 4
•KQ103
•I08432
4A K 96
SOUTH
•A 108632
VKQ9
•J
dliQ 7 5
The bidding:
Nort h
South West
East
4•
Dble
i
Pass
Dble
Pass
Pass
Opening lead -- king of clubs.

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren. also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips.
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understand be has two working parents sod a balance to that situation is to Allow a sitter or relauve to keep turn happy until his
parents return home atter work.
Then. when his parents return.
they further indulge lum because
they have been away all day and
feel they owe tum This is the
wrong way to view the situauon.
Do they really owe hun a life of
obesity, possible diabetes, hypertension. coronary artery disease and
tugh cholesterol"' No'
Unless this situatron is checked,
your grandson is on top of a slippery slope that will inevitably
take tum to the bottom. Thousands, if oot millions, of dollars
will likely be spent on tus ultimate declining health.
Tbe good news? Your grandson is only 3, and, If steps are
taken now, these health problems
don't have to happen.
Sit down with your family
members and his caregivers. If
you all agree — and this must
be a unauumous decision — formulate a plan of action, one that
might have an unpact on his parents, as weil. The refngerator arid
pantry shelves must be restocked
with more appropriate foods P
might be necessary to make a
grocery list aod stick to it when
shopping. Forget the frozen pizzas, chocolate calce, Ramen noodles and pancakes that are likely
covered with maple syrup and/or
butter. Substitute fresh vegetables,
which should always be available
when that refrigerator doot opens.
Cut up carrot and celery sticks.
broccoli spears and other fresh
vegetables. Consider riusins or
fresh fruit for a snack. Prepare
Um't devimca.13,
ate. Everyone must be firm. If
your grandson goes to bed crying and seemingly hungry, he'll
adjust rapidly' when he knows
there is food readily available.
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the water
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